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The  present report of the Commission fits· into  a.  double framework.· 
On  the_  one. hand,  t.he  Commission  in i"j;s  communication to :the  Cout~.cil'  ·· 
concerning industrial and  technolog~cal policy (SEC/73/1090  final)  included 
the hcd.VY  electrical and nuclear equipment  industry as being on-::·  of 'the 
,,  .  ,  I 
sectors con:fronted with  special problems whose  development  shou:~d. 'be  studied 
~sa pr:io:!'ny;  on the other hand,  the Commission  indicated in its communi-
cation to the Council  on  the  implementation of the guidelines and  r·.~ioJ;'i ty 
acti~11.r-:  .f0r.  e.  Community  energy policy  - the  so  called "Nuclear liction ~lan"­
(COM(7i~)1·:::  final,  February 1974)  the. need to reinforce the.  inclu:::;·!>·-:!al.basis 
..  - •  •  o\. ~  •  '  •  •  • 
of the Gon·::;:.u.:.l. ty in this sector in order to achieve the objecti··.tes for ... 
nuclear  sne:rgy propo.sed by the Council  and  included in its resolution of 
th  '  . 
17  December  1974. 
The  ·report. takes stock of the position and prospects of the heavy 
electromechanical  equipment  indu~try connected with the productionof energy 
·in'the Community;  it represents the first thorough  study of this.sector 
carried ou-t  bjr  the departments of the Commissio:ti,  which  e:x:plafus  it~ con-
siderable  b1..tlk~ ·its· defects  despit~ the ·close contacts with interetted 
professional associations to which it gave rise and the prop.osa1  for an 
annual upda·ting in a  reduced from referred to in'its conclusions. 
The  latter:  can be  suinmed  up as  follot~s£ 
-·Industry in the Community  is_ able to meet  demand,  including some 
.  ' 
e:~orts, until the end of the present  decade;  the adaptation of production 
method;:::  to  technological  development  should be  inclined towards nuclear 
.  .  . 
pot·rer.  Only 'by pursuing· on  exclusiv·e "all nuclear"  policy in the beginning 
of the ·1980's would.:the're ·be  problems .which  could :n-~t  be fitted without 
difficulty into the plan of progressive adaptation which  is ·being followed 
at present by the majority of industries in the Community • 
... '  ... 
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-The manufacturers in the Community are willing to respond to any 
large increases in demand  in so  far as these are known  sufficiently in 
advance and presented so  as to  g~ve. them  some  security against all or part 
of the doubts  involved in forecasting;  in actual fact manufacturers have to 
invest  several  years ahead, in order  ·t~ change their production· methods. 
_- The. intra-community market  is riot  silfficiently open for reasons-
which. it is difficuit ·to determine;  this shoUJ.'d  be followed up.· The 
Commission l<lill  eXa.mine  the  sectoral obsta'clE:ls  t>Jhich  are holding up an 
.effective opening-up. 
- The  e:cporf market· represents in the order of one third of the yearly 
·,, 
turrtOVEll"  of the sector;  as regards the nucl.ear field it is dominated by 
·American  industry}'  a  common  policy on  export credit  - and t.he  setting•-up. 
_.  . .  .  '.'  ~  ..  /  .  ' 
of an European  Institution for-financing exports,  in particular- would be 
favorable for all European· industry,  wOuld  encourage ,export  joint-ventur.es, 
'  .  . 
and would be likely to·avold internal distortions in competition. 
- The  structure of the heavy electromechanical and nuclear industry 
in the Communi t;y-.  is more  fragmented  tha:n  :that  . .<;>f  American. industry anP,  for 
a  more  limi  t~d internal market;  it remains· for  indust_ry to follow up  its_,··: 
.  '  .·.  . .  '  . 
movement  of concentration .within the European  framework;. for  ~eacping joint-
. .  ~  .  .  . .  . 
ventures launched on a  ColiiJilUPity_ level ,could help this movement;  whilst · · 
'  t  •  •  •  - ' 
ready to promote the. efforts .of  industry in .this direction· th~ Coinmission. 
will monitor that these allow the maintenance of an effective competition , 
and favour the  op~nin~up of, market.s.~  ...  ,_  ...  ' 
The arrival of advanced technology and especially the development  of fast 
reactors presents an opportunity to be grasped fpr .the: setting-up of a 
Community  industrial  strategy which will  allol-1 it to  fa:Qe  world competition 
in the nuclea.; field  ~in the coming decades. 
-The profitability of.the sector should be  improved  so as-to .ensure  .  ~  .  '  . 
the necessary dynamism  in the. field .~f gTolJth  of advanced technology;  i;he · 
search by .the  industry for rationa.tisation of _structures,  in particular in· 
the tl.Uclear field should help .this..  - · 
:-.· 
'.  ..  '  '*  . 
*  * 
• • 
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In order to arrive at a  better knowledge  of the market,  to better . 
define the prospects fqr .~xp~ns~on f.or  the ,heavy equipment Jndustry and 
.  .  .  ·.:  .  .  .  .  \.'  ',  \  ~  '  ;  .  .  . 
to baak-up  ind.ustri~l  po~  i~y for this se.ctor 'rti  ~4 appropria  t~ proposals 
•  .  ~  -;_:  '  .  .  •  •  .  :  r- .:  .  • .  •  .•  • 
in line with the common  energy policy,  .... the  ... Commission will  d.Taw  up  each 
year in collaboration with interested parties a  document  summarizing the 
development  of the sector;  for this purpose it 1iill call periodic meetings 
of professionalassociations.a.nd./orindustries,concerned. It will 
periodically examirie  how  op·en  are' the markets" and the existence of technical 
disparities in the  sector considered. 
.  ' 
... 
. .  . ...  .,.  .  .  _,  ...  .  .  ~ 
J • 
.  ~  •  ...  !.  ' 
'.  ·'  I.  ~· 
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·INDUSTRY  PRODUCING  HEAVY  ELECTRIC,AL  ENGINEERING 
AND  NUCLEAR  EQUIPMENT  FOR  ELECTRICITY  GENERATING 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
The  industry producing electric power  equipment  for ·power  sta.tions 
owes·its  importance  to the  central position 1t occupies  ~n the  mo:_ 
dern· economy;  the certainty that the  demand  for 'electricity can ''tie 
met  at  any  time  because  suppl'ies  of  the necessary  ~quipme.nt will ... 
be  available  - despite the exigencies of  a  very  s~~his~i~ate~ 
... •  r. 
technology  and  long lead times  - is an  essential  p~~-requisi  t~. for 
the  development  of  the highly  industri~li~ed Community  countries  • 
. ·.  i  ,.  . . .  . . .  '  . .  :·.  : .  .  ~  ·.  ..  .  .  .  .  .  :,  .  . 
This  certainty can  only  ~e provided by  a  strong industry. 
The  rapid swing  towards nuclear power in the  e~~r._gy  economy  -
planned for  the  years  ahead  - will speed  up  ~he sa,les of new  .. 
nuclear plants based on  a  highly  advanced  and  constantly  ~eveloping 
·technology and  calling for substal.ltial .capital expenditure,  which . 
,makes  it all the  more  essential to have· co·mpetitive ·compani.es  in 
this.industrial sector. 
These  were  the reasons that led the Commission,  in its  c~minunic~:.. · 
tion to  the  Council  on  the  technological  and industrial poiicy 
programme  of  May  1973  (SEC(73)1090 final),  to  include  the  h·aavy 
electrical engineering and nuclear  equipment  industry amdngst 
the  sectors with special problema  whose' development  was  to._be  stu-
died first.  The  recent oil crisis and  the  energy  objectives  p~·()P()­
sed  by  the Commission•  to  counter it, taken  up  by  the Council  in 
its Resolution  of  17  December  1974,  have  mede  it more  necessary 
than  ever to  analyse  the  situation of the sector and  the prospects 
of  the  industry. 
Generating  equipment  for power  stations is manufactured both ;y 
private  companies  and  by part state-owned undertakings.  They 
generally produce  a  whole  range of  equipment  for purposes  other 
than· electricity generating,  both electrical (e. g.,  electric 
•  "Community  Energy Policy;  objectives for 1985"  (COM(74)  1960 fina.l 
~f 2(  November  1974) 
• .. 
,.,  . 
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traction-motors,  etc.)  and mechanical  (e.g·.,  diesel. engine_s),_· 
and  sometimes -aiso  industrial ·hollow~ware (appai:atue  for  the 
chemical pr petrothemical  ind~stries).  It. is therefor~ very'~itfi­
cul t· to  separe.te  the  po"rer.  equipment 'side  from  t.he  othei;.,  in--
dustrial activities of· the  comp·anies  concerneds 
Table  1  contains  a  list 6f  the  main  European  companies  producing 
heavy  po~er equipment  with details of their-various  act:i.v:itie~·*  • 
It shdws  how  divers~fied th~se activities are. 
In 1972.,  the total  ann~al turnover  of  thffse  companies  was-about 
twelve  thousand  million units_of  account  and  they  employed  some  .  ,.  .  '  .  . 
750,000 people._Also  in 1972,  the,proportion.of turnover  accounted 
r  ..  ~.  .  •  •  '  '  , 
forb~ heavy  power: equipment  ~ay ~e .estimated. at  ~bout 1,500. 
m_illion  units -of  accounts,  about  one-hird. of  which  was  _obtained 
'  ;  .  .  .  .  ':'  .  . 
from  export  markets  outside  the Community. 
·  .. 
,r 
,j. 
*·Companies  whose  activities  ar~ limited. to  either conventional 
steam  generating, equipment  or· to  hydrauli_c  tursines have  been 
omitted  r:om  this first survey. 
;  ..  , 
r  .  ,  .  ..:  ' ...  6.- I I I /8 3  /~·)  .  .,F. 
.  I  nev. ·, 
2.  E.STIMAT~ OF _!!LECTRIG!!)._:  ....,G_O.-N-.S..;.;TJMP_...T.I;..;O-.N~A;.;.N;;.:D._.P;..;O;.;W,;.;;E;;;.R;....;;;;;.S.;;.T:A.:.T;;.·  I;:.;O;.;.N,;,:;;S;;...;;;T~O...;.BE:::.  .  .  .. 
INSTALLED  (IN  THE  COMMUNITY)  F~THE PERIOD  19J5-19~ 
Electr.ici  ty cc;>ne.umption  governs  the. rate· of installation of new 
power  stations. and. therefore qirectly affects the acti  'l?'i·ties  of  the 
industry producing ·heavy·. elec.trical engineering and  nu<:.::lear 
equipment •. 
2.1.  Est~es for  the  Community 
2.1~1. Estimates  of electricity  c6nsumption.and·~~talled capa~itY 
·In its Resolution  of 17 'December  1974  on "the  Communication  from 
the  Commission  entitled ·"Communi t;y'· Energy  Policy;  objectives for 
1985"*,  the.Council  of Ministers of  the  Community  decided to  adopt 
the  following objective  :  "to provide stations· with  an installed 
ca~acity of  ~t 'least 1Go·  ~,~Je  ~ci,  i.f  ~~s~ible,  of  ~00 GWe  19y  1.985"· 
Consequently the  following  estimates have  been  taken as  a  basis 
for  the purposes  of this document. 
Estimates  - European  Community 
1975  1980  1985: 
... 
TWh  GWe  I TWh  GWe  TWh 
Gltle 
total nucl.  total  l  nucl.  total  nucl. 
. ' 
1200  300  20  1680  400  65  2400  550·  170 
According to  the  above  estimates,  lCO  GWe  of new  capacity  (conven-
tional  thermal  and nuclear power  stations)  will  be  installed bet-
ween  1976 and 1980  and  150 GWe  new  capacity  (conventional  thermal 
and nuclear power  stations)  from  1981  to 1985.  Nuclear plant  com-
miss~oned during the latter period would  then  be  account  for  a 
share  of  about  70% of  the above.estimates,_rieing to  around  90% 
if the  maximum  target· given  by  the CoU:ncil  were  attaine.d;  in· 'Path 
cases,  by  th~· beginning of ·the  •80s nuclear power  would  have 
, 
acquired  a  firmer  foothold  on  the  Communi t.y  market  than  anywhere 
else in  the  world  (see  2.2)**• 
;  See  COM(74)  1?60 final 
**  Assuming  that no  non-member  countries  decided to  step up  the pro-
grammes  already  announced. 
• ~  .,.  ', 
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~apl~ 2  cori:~ains· an  estil!late  of" the  breakdown· of these· new 
installations  ("conventional  thermal  a.nd  nuclea.r"  sect'ors)  by 
country  and  by year  according to  the total estimates given  a.l?9ve.~ 
Ta\le  3  takes  the  figures  for the  Community  in Ta\:lle  1  and  shows 
what  they  would  be.  if the' maximum  t:a£_get  of  200  GWe  installed ca-
pacity  were  attained in 1985,  assuming  M  annual.distribution·such 
~  ..  .  I 
that no  cot\.vent.ional  power  station would  be  commission~d in  th€:' 
I 
·Community after 1982.  According to  T<".ble·  2,  Fra~ce  alz:~~d~. appears. 
to  have  set  its~lf this target,  but  the  situation varies  conside-
'  rable  in  the  other  Community  countri.es,  espec'ially in the ·United 
Kingdom.  In  any· case,  the  pres~nt ~ma~e~  show  that  on  the 
be.sis  of  installed·  cap~ci  ty 'in GWe  m'ore  nuclear· than· conventional 
power·stations will  be  commissioned. in 1?85  ih all Community 
countries.  · 
The  demand  (expr~ssed,in GWe)  for.power  stations does not  vary in 
froportion  t?  electricity demand*  because  the unit.capacity of 
the  stati?n~ is constantly increasing. 
'.•  .  -. 
Table  6  shows  the  increase in size of  certain  pl~nt'from 1951-72;  ,  .  I  . 
the.: development  of  hig~-capaci  ty nuclear reactors is further· ac-
c.elerat~ng: this trend.  The· t,1nit ,power  of  turbines,  for· example, 
increased tenfold  from  1951  to 1972.  The  maxil!lu~  ca~acity of 
:~ ..  :~· ·f  .  :  . •  ' 
existing installations is  : 
•• ••  I  '  '  •,•  :·  ::  •  '  ;  '  ' 
- 6oo-8oo.M~e for  fossil fuel  power  stations 
'  .  . 
- 1000-1300  MWe  for nuclear power  stations.  . .  {  :·  .  .  .  ~ .  ' . 
~akin.g i~to consideration power  st~tion investment·  p~oj  ects .already 
• · announced. and  assuming  a  continuation of .th·~  tendency for unit 
capacity to  increase,  it is  possibJ.~ ·to make  a  rough  N:j;imate  of 
the  number  of  power  stations to  be  established  an~ually in  ~~e 
Community. 
*  It, should  be  remembered  that  escimates for  electricity.·'  demand 
relate solely to  the  conventional  thermal  and nuclear sectors. - 8  - III  /,'~7. .";'r_=-;:. 
!:;  "rT  J, 
Number  of  new. power  statiJ?.!lS  com~sj.oned per  ann.,um  in the.  Community 
76  77  78  79  80  81  82. I  83  84 
a  ..  ,  12  13  15 
Conv.en·- ·  :I. 
tionp.l  30  31  23  21  19  13  ..  · 
.b  7  -·  -
..  ..  a  . .  '18  18  '24 
Nuclear  7  7  7  13  17  18 
•b  ..  21  25  ·32 
.  . 
a  I  30  31  39 
Total  37  38  30  34  36  31 
b  28  25 
I  32 
' 
Notes  a  according  to  the  forecasts,iri this document 
b  ··  according to  tihe  maximum  nucl·eAr  target.· 
85  86-90 
20.  15 
- -
19  25 
.. 
29'  35 
39  40  ..  .. 
29  35 
According  to  this estimate,  the  number  o~ power  sta~ions commissioned 
in the next  ten  years will pr.obably  deciine slightly  (about. '175  power 
stations  commissioned in the first five  years,  about 170-140 power 
stations· commissioned in  the-· foll'owing five  ye~.'rs  depending  on  whether 
case.01·or  b  is adopted),  but  should. then  increase  siightly~after 1985*· 
However,' it should be· noted that  th·e:  n~rnber· of.  new  powe~  st~ti1:ms  com-
·,  .· 
missioned  each year by  country differs  sub~tantial~y  fro~ one 
Community  country  to  anoth~r (see  foll~~ing tabl.e)  and_ that the 
degree  to  which nuclear  po~er wiil take  over  ~8 shown  in the  above 
general. estimate. is not  always  a'r~flect±on of national  trends  as 
they  are'subject- to  often extensive fluctuations  which'tend to offset 
each  Qther  in the.overall estimate.  ' . 
*  This  shows  that the  use  of nuclear power  makes  it possible to 
reduce  the  number  of power  stations to  be installed and  conse-
quently to  reduce  the  number  of sites. -- 9  ~:...  .. 
1~  i  .. 
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Breakdown  b~. co,_mtry ·of the  new nuclear 12ower  sta"t!.isms  to  be 
C_?.!T!.mAEst.::::.~. ~n -~-he· Co.,lB~~.ty  ~cc-~rding to  existing  estiril~ 
,------
79  I  I  ~a~76  77  78 
I Coun.try  -------
Germany  4  2 ·- 3  l~ 
France  2  2  "2  6 I  .. 
'. 
Ita:ly_  -
,;,  - 2 
United  Kingdom  1*  3*  2*  -
Belgium  1 
/ 
Netherlends  .. 
'  ·_Luxembourg 
I 
l  Denmark 
Ireland  I 
Community · 
! 
!  -7'  j  7  7  13 
L 
Note  Figures  in brackets are estimates 
*  AGR  type  reactors 
I 
I. 
80  81  i  82  83  84 
4 
I"  (5)  (4)  (5)  0 
8  ?.  (7)  (7)  ('?) 
' 
,. 
3  2  (3)  ( 4)  (5) 
- 1  - 1  4 
1  1  l  (1)  (2) 
- (1)  - (1) 
1 
-'  - - - -
(1)  - (1) 
(l)  -·  -
18  L:.:l  .. :t8: .  2 4  17  '  ' 













The  grbwth rate  ~f  ~lectricity demahd  is likely to  decline· in the 
-1980s  in many  industrializ~d·countries or  regio~s,  with the  excep-
tion of  some  non  ... member  countries,  generally developing  cou.ntries, 
in.  whic}+. it should  continue at  f:\  high level;  the  C?mmuni ty  wi_ll 
also  be  an  exception  because  of its commitment  to nuclear  pow~r** 
(Ta1#1e  4). 
The  following points are  worthy  of note  with  regard  to the size of 
export  markets  in terms  of  the  demand  for  power  stations  ~n 
various  non--Community  countries  : 
- the  si.ze  of  the  American  market,  approximately  double  the 
Community  market,  although Community  industry has  limi"ted· acc.ess 
to it for  nu~lear plcm t; 
*  With  the  excieption  of the  Community,  the figures are estimates 
published in 1973. 
**  The  rate  of 7,5  % per  ani~;u·m  (Table  4)  applies to  the .~timates; if 
the__l!l~mum :target  of,  200  GWe  recommended  were  to  b~ attained in 
19S5  and  &  similar<nuclear policy  continued, the rate  w<:tuld  be  8  96  in 
1985  and  9  % in_ the  period 1985-90. . -·.'19  -:·  III/83/75-E 
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- the installation of  about. o.n,e1!~'4ll~r~d GWe  _n.ew  capa,ctty_ in .the 
next  ~en yeaios.  i~1·n~~--C·;~m~:ity. Pi~r,op·~~~  ··<~ouzit~i~e:.  (o~D  ·r:egion); 
'•  ~~~...  .  ..- ..  ~ :.;'.: ,.._ .....  ·.  ·.:. _.:,::-:·  .~ ...  -~~~.  '  '  ·:_.:~  ·... ..  .  .  . .  '·. 
- the large increase  in new plant in non-member  countries  (an  extra 
.. ,. 
'!- .-..  · .. 
The  share  of nuclear  energy in the  new  pla.nt  wi~.l probabl;r  ~,·r.e-main 
··  ..  :. :,clo-se  to·  '56  96  in the  e_arly  1980s  i~ ino_s.t  irid\;~t C'inlized.  c~~n,tri~.s., 
... ;compared  with  70  ?6*  in the Community  for  the  same  period;  the .. 
.  . ·-'  .  .. ,.\' 
.share ot  nucle~r energy  in· the  develC?pin~ count_ries  around  19.80;~5 
is an  imponderable  - it wil+  largely depend  on  the  compe_ti  ti_ven~ss 
..  of  ~oss~ble medium  capacity nuclear power  stat~)ns ·~nd  whet~~r 
plant manufacturers-are  willing to  take  the  ria~ of  expanding,. 
.  '  ....  -·· 
their  cu~rent production range •. 
, . 
2.3  In  conclusion,  electricity demand  in.the Commun:  ty  shou~d sho\.1. 
an  ~nnual growth  rate of  close  to  7  % at  the  be, lnning of  the  .,',. 
~·~- .  ·.:  ..  ...  - .  ~  .  .  '. ..  ·.··  ·.  .  .  . ......... "  ..  -··· .. 
·;next  ten~year period,  possibly rising to 8  % to, 'l.rds  th~.  end>~£,  ·, 
that' period,  and 'lnayhe  everi- continuing to  incret se' if the··  .. _,,  __  ,  ......... ,. 
Community  were  to  adopt  a  deliberate policy in  1avo~r of  ~u~l~~r; 
energy. 
..  . 
In  any  case  the  number  of power  stations to  be  installed annually 
will·vary very little, as the  increase·in unit capacity-will 
make  upfor the·growth  in electriCity demand;  orders for nuclear 
power stations will  tend to ove·rtake. orders for  conventional -ones. 
The  trend  on  export markets ·should b·e  similar; .ai  though less 
marked. 
·.; 
..  ~  ,• .. 
•  Or  even  90  %,  see  Sectio~ 1: 
- ...  ,, 
. .. -·  .... 
:··  :-:t;;·:.  ·.  1  ••  ' 
-:.:  .:  . 
...  -~.  '.  ••  't  •  .  : '  /• 
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3.  THE  HEAVY  POwER  EQUIPl':1DlT.·D-lDUS!£1L£4ifD  THE  ·cm~lMUNITY'S.'']}.TE~ OBJJro.TIVES. · 
To  r.1ect  the C01mm.mi ty";s  energy. objccti  ves,  the  i'nciust:I"'j  rrmst  have sufficient 
.  I  ~.  •  ;  .  ~~  .  ,  . •  I  ' 
procluction capacity or adequate guarantees. of the realistic nature of such.' 
objectives to invest in new  capacities. 
There  folloV<rs  an analysis of  : 
.  '  1. 
- .existing (or P.lanned)production capacity comp.nxecl  ~ri th the 
. I. 
prospects for the installation of nel'r  power stations ,in :the  Ccmmun~  ty as 
· C'..escribed  in Section 2  and with export  prospects; 
- certain special problems  that  mi~ht cause. bottlenecks in ' 
supplies; 
-the requisite·!conditions if the i'ndustry· is' to meet ·aemand. 
The  analys~s of the comparison between production'  capac~ties and  demand  for 
'  •  •  ,  •  •  <  '.  •  ,,..  I 
power  equipment  will relate mainly to the heaVIj 'equipment "for both converrfional 
and nuclear thermal  power .stations  ..  such as  E.!_e.ain  ~t~rb:Lnes  r  a.l  t~a_!,grs· ~· 
transformers and specific  equipment  for nuclear  steam~raisiilg'  pl~t emch  as',  - --- ...  ' 
HeaVIJ  equi:9ment  peculiar to conventional  therinal  or hyclroolectri6  power· . 
stations such as conventional boilers,  water turbines and·smaller items  such 
as gas turbines and switchgear will be  dea:).t  with more  sutninD.rily  (3.1.5.), 
the former because demand  for them in Europe will steadily di!tinish in t~e 
future  and the latter because they do  not  and will not in the foreseeable 
future <constitute ·an importance ,share of the .market .for heavy power .equipnent. 
The  compa.r:i.son  is based on Figures .7;  8,  a.:t:ld  9  whiqh. were produced from  the.· 
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- total- deliveries by Commu,ni ty Mem?er  States_ for the period 196<>-1973 are 
taken from  exi~ting olin ,st~t-istics.  (Tabl;~ lO  and n)  ~- .  --- .  .  . 
- the Collli!lunity  count_ries'  ~wri needs  for 1972:..1985  are decluced_  from the 
annual  increases in installed_ electric capacity given in Section 2. 
Once  again t\vO  cases are considered  :  "est!brnates"  and the  "maximum  nuclear 
target" given in the Council  Resolution of 17  December 1974; 
- total  Comm~ini  ty delh•~ries 
adding to the Community's 
of total  production~; 
'  '.  !  ,. 
for the period· 1972-1985  were  estimated by_ 
own  requirements  exports  correspo~ding to 30 % 
- demand  for  equipment"was  obtained by estimating deliveries for a  number  of 
years suited to each item of  equipment  (turboalternators'4 years, 
transformers 1.5 yea.x:s,  ..  pressure vessel.s 4: years);. 
-production capacities existing in the. Cri>nmunity  in 1973-1974 have been 
estimci.ted  on the basis of  .. doq1lf.leptati'on  p~blish_ed or s"Q:pplied  by the 
relevant  na:Uonal  trade associations and are set out in Table 5·. 
3.1.1.  Turboalternator sets  (10  MI-Te  ove.!l 
Community  production  capaci~y .was. close to 43,000  Vivl?  in 19.73:for both. 
turbines and:.alternat,9rs .(Table.· 5). 
Demand  has been marked - and  this trend will  continue to  increas~ - by .a  · 
continuous .growth in ~he unit sizeH of equipmen-t;  and by the growing share 
of the nuclear. seQtor. 
!E  The high share accounted for by  exports  shows  their importance to the 
Commilni ty'  s  power  equ.ipment · indust·ry;  it therefore appears  justified 
to maintain in the future  (and  even to increase as far as,possible) the. 
existing share of the market  accounted for 'by  exports.  ·  ··  · 
u  See Table 6. 
'  . '  ,.  !  .  ;  •, 
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The  Shlflre  of. "nus!£.ar" .E..~~-~b~  was  about  15  %  9f total: d<?liveries 
( exprezs,ecl  ~n vme) .for Western 1\lrope from 1970  to 1972. \ The  SJ').are  of 
"nuclear" turbines ordered  .w~s  3~ %  .. of total or.de.:rs  in 1973  and  should 
be about. 50  %. in 1980  ru:tcl  70% in 1985  ~f_c,urr~:nt  estimates prove ?orrect 
(an?- coulcl  even be 100 %  after 1983. if.  th~  .ma..  ..  dmum  nuQlear target were 
attained). 
•' 
. : .  . .  ..  r  ~ 
........ 
\  . 
;  '  . 
...  '  '. 
. r ' 
•  .._  •I  • 
•.•  I 
I  •\  ., 
,  I 
., 
'  '  , ' / 
...  13  ..  III  'C-:  ':-;  :E. 
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The  unit  capacity of  "nuclear" turbines  ordered is increasing very 
rapidly  :  it has risen from  an· a vet-age- of 230 ·w,;,re  per unit for ·units 
ordere'd  in 1966/67  to  an  average  of  780  Mwe  per unit for' units 
ordered in 1973 •  The  ~qU:i  valent  figur'e ·tor  "co-nventional"  turbines 
ordered in 1973  wa~  ~n average  of 236  MWe  per  ~~it.  The  average 
size of  "nuclear" turbines·will  continue to  grow;  units of  1200  MW~ 
and  more  are  already under  construction. 
This  trend has  and  will  continue  to  have  extensive repercussions  on 
the organization of the industry's production plant,  which  will 
have  to ge  adapted to  trends in  demand  as  regards  both  volume  and 
characteristics.  Some  production plant may  by its nature  (crane 
hoisting capacity,  shop floor  space,  etc.)  be  restricted to  the 
manufacture  of  equipment of  a  given  size  and  be  incapable  of 
meeting the  demand  for new  and larger equipment*. 
A simplified capacity/demand analysis  (F'ig.  7)  shows  that  : 
- iu_the  range  of  small  and  meq~~::§ized eguiament  (100-800  MWe/ 
conventional)  Community  production  capacity for  turbo-alterne.tors 
is at present  (1973/74)  well  able  to  meet  demand**;  surp~us capa-
-
city may  well  become, evident  in the  years  ahead if new  e~ort 
markets  are  not  found  or if some  effort is not  made  to  convert. 
- In  the  range  of  large_.~s~iEment  (900  MWe  and  over/nuclear) 
existing production  capacity reveals  a  temporary  surplus as  a 
result of  recent  investment· projects by  a  few large manufacturers 
who  have  anticipated demand  trends;  it will  become  inadequate  as 
from  1976.  However,  new  investment projects in progress or announ-
ced should postpone  the  saturation point to  1982/~3. 
*  Some  Community  firms  are  unable  today  to provide sets of 
maximum  capacity,  i.e.,  1200-1300  MWe. 
** Community  market  +  export  market  of  about  30  %. - 14  .:  III/83/75-E 
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In the longer  t~rm ( 19~5), e.dapte.tion of the strv.cture  ..  of production 
facilitil?lS  on which manufacturers  have  already. embarked  .s~ould·be continued 
and  speeded up by new  investment  projects in .order to epsure that _most  of 
the production p:J,.ant  is  su~ted to.the very  h~gh ca.pac~ty  equ~pm~nt used 
by nuclear  powe~ stations. 
r;t'aking  an  extreme view,  if an "entirely nuclear"  approach were  adopted 
in the. Community -·corresponding. to the maXimum  target· of 200  GHe  n~clear 
in 1985- str~c~ures would  probably have· to. be-radically modiried as 
demand  would become  so,  sinc1.ll  in the medium  range of  .. equipment  (conventiona):. 
power  stations)  ar.d  so  hi~h in the top range  (nuclear power stations)· that 
mere  adaptation would  not be sufficient  .. 
The  industry should seize the opportunities offered by therapid evolution: 
of the  e:xistin:g stru.otti.re  of demand  for electrical engineering and nuclear 
equipment  to combine  and coordinate at Community  level,  thus  avoiding the 
risk of over-investment  at national level owing
1 tO  excessive and 
uncoordinated anticipation of.the nuclear  mar~et~. 
.  J  '  •• 
3ole2•  ~ower transformers  (10  ~'IVA and  over) 
In 1973,  production capaci,ty for power t.ransformers was  about 173,000  I'IVA 
in the  Commu~i  ty; '  it·· is greater than capar.i  ty.  for turbo..:.al ternator sets 
'  .  .  .  . 
because demand  is higher.  For each new  power station,  new  tr'ansformers are 
re~~ired not  only in the station but also in the electricity transmission · 
system.  The rctio between installed transformer capacity in I··'NA  and 
installed power station capacity in 1[Ne  varies from one  count·ry to anothe.:i-..  ~ 
because of differences in design and different voltages. 
For the purposes  of the: capacity/demand comparison that ·follows,· a  mean 
factor r.'NJl/YJie  of 3.5  was  used for the Community  as  a  wholeH. 
~  See Section 6 below . 
,., 
·'  . 
H  Thi's  ratio is currently about 3.5 in France,  4.5  in Germany,  4 tending to 
rise :to 5  in Belgium· (influence of the increase in transmission· system: 
voltages from 150  to 400  kv),  3.5 in Italy;  the large-scale introduction 
of major nuclear power  stations will tend to push these figures  down. 
,  ~  I  . .• 
...  15- I.,.I .tr 1  ·•  ·-~  ...  i  ·  ...  - ...... 
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Figure 8  shows  that 1973  production capacity (173 1000  1~A corresponds to 
about  49,000 MWc  to be in'stalled in power stations)  w~.s· .e.bout · 45  %  utilizec'.!l!  • 
.Allowing for the i'ncrease in the unit capacity' of transformers  and· the 
increase in productivity (about  4'% par annum),  this'capacity would in 
theory rise without major investment  to about  225,000  ~WA in.l98o,  correspon-
ding to a  power station installation capacity of about  65,000 MUe.  The 
utilization of .production  fa.ci~ities would then rise :to  over 60 %.  However, 
the surplus capacity in the transformer sector would .remain vecy high., 
Consequently the  efforts to rationalize industrial structures already started 
in some  Commu.'1i ty countries nn.tst  be continued in order to cut back excessive 
overcapacity,  vthich is e.lso  a  worldl-ride  phenomenon., 
3.,1.3o  . Pressure vessels ror He;,ht  ~ater r~£!~ 
LHR  pressu,re .vessel production capacity
1 in the Community  is estimated. at 
21  per annum,  corresponding to the in.Gte.Jlation of ·21-27  1000  r,rwe  per annum 
in light water nuclear. power stations
7
'::!!: ~ 
With the  extensive investment  pro·gra.."!lrrie  in Fr£'.nce,  this capaCity trill be 
increased to 25  per annut1  in 1976/;?  7  c0rresponding to  ~he installation of 
25-33,000  M"de  per annum  in LWR. power  s·ta-tions~ · 
i 
This capacity should be adequ.at e  up to about  1980 to supJ;llY  the CommunitY;:.' s  ,  .  .  .  . .  ,· 
own  market  for  pressur~ vessels plus  2o %  for export  (Figure 9). 
3.2.1.  Conventional boilers 
Some  ten Community  firms are active in this sector;  their annual· production 
capacity is bett-reen 5 1000 and 15 1000  t  steam per .hour. 
!J!•  .  .  ..  . .  .  .  . 
Community  market  + export  J!larket  estimated at 30 %. 
~.Assumi~ an export share of 20% (rather than the 30% taken for turbo-
generators  ro1d  transforme~s), the  ~omestic market  can be supplied with 
.~7-22 1 0,00 Ml!fe  per annum  in Ltffl.  ;;>ower  stati~:ms. - 16··- .  III/83/75;..E 
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Total deliveries of conventional boilers in 1971  amounted to a  steam 
capacity  o~ ?o,ooo  t  per hour.  Although they rose at the  rnt~ o~ 8% pe~ 
tm:1Ui01  from  1966  to 1971 J  ~rclcrs  ~re 9X:,Jec.ted  to fall  (at least  011  the· tnternal 
market)  in the years to  .ccimeo  . Th~ share  o~ e;.o.)ort·s  ili.  1971  attained. the  . 
high figure  of 30 %  of total  pr~duction.  with the rapid  emergence of nuciea.r 
pressure vessels on  the pov1er  equipment  market,  it is to be  expec-te<:l  that 
the inclustry  ..  '!>rill  coritinue to 'convert its plant or  ~rill  increasi~ly turn 
towarQs  cxp~rt narkets or industrial heat  applications. 
.  ' 
3.2.2.  'Uvater  turbines 
Water turbines  supplied by the European industry  represe~t about  20.%  of 
'  the total capacity of all power turbines  ( st.eam,  gas,  l-te.ter)  produced in 
the Conmunity from 1970  to 1972. 
Wherens  in 1970 only 25  %  of production·.  wr>.s  exported,  this figure rose to 
.  '  .  . 
I" 
45  %:in 1971  (exports to South America and Africa mainly).  This trencl will 
.  ..  •.  . 
become  stronger as  suitable hydroelectric sites in Europe become  scar<;:er. 
1>  •  '·  • 
It should  b~ noted that the technology for this plant is entirely European. 
Gas  turbines  supp~i  ~{by th~ E'~ropea.'l'l · industcy .represent 6-8 %  of the total 
capacity of'  ali  p~;-;e~  turbi~cs '(steam,  gas,  water) produced in. the Colmmmi ty 
from 1970'to 1972•  35-50% of this'procluction was  exported~ rruainly  to 
r1iclc1.1e  East  oil producing 'countries  ..; .in ·the same'  period• . 
The world gas  turbine' market ls  e~anding cons:i.clerably. and should continue  ..  ,~ 
to do  so in the future;  the Community  inclustry should. secure a  substantial 
part  of this  cxp~.nsion,  despi'te keen col:lpetition. 
<·  • 17-
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· 3.2.4.  Circuit breakers 
I. 
Unfortu..'"iately the available statist.ics e.re too  fre,gr.tenta.ry  to alloN 0r.y 
assessment  of the production capacity for this type of ,equ~pment in the 
Community.  European production far exceeds the Community's  internal 
requirem~nts but  ther~ is an  ex~encive .export trade - about  20 %  of total 
output - bqth within and  outs±'cle  the Community.  Eu.ro;?can  tephnology 
.,  . 
appears to be ver,y highly developed in this  se~tor, as is reflectea in 
"  .  !l:  .  . 
the size of the export market  secured in North Amerioa. 
3.3.  Conclusions 
The  above  estimates indicate thct there is available industrial capacity 
in the Community  for the manufacture of heavy electrical engineering.and 
nuclear equipment;  this capacity should in general be sufficient. (if 
account is taken of forthcoming investment  projects on which decisions 
have already been made)  to meet  requirements,  including exports,  up  to the 
end  of thffl'  c:.ec~.de. 
The  surplus capacity in existing production facilities revealed at 
Community  level for some  equipnent  may.  not reflect the aqtual situation in. 
some  natiq~l contexts,  mainly  becaus~ of.the  comp~xtm~ntalization of 
markets.  It is also partly a  consequence ?f this  compartmen~al~zati~n. 
The  adaptation of production facilities to technological dcvelo;?ments .(in 
pt>,rticular the  incre~se il;l  .. unit. e:a:p{lei ty:)  should pe  c<;mtinued  for. nuclear 
equipment;  some  coordin~tion is desirable in this sector to avoid 
~  .• !  . 
overinvestm.ent at Conmnrnity  leve~ as  a  result of the  cumulatio~ of expected 
demand  in  different national  contexts. 
The  growong  importance that will be attached to meeting national  requirements, 
mainly in this sector,  should not,  howeve·r,  have an adverse effect on  the 
export  market. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
!l:  Direct or through a  subsidiary (COGENEL  SA,  US  subsidiary of the French 
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The  e.doption of  .. a  "!)omp],etely nuclear!!  objectiye at the: beginning of 
the  'eighties might  raise  .. problems difficult to. recon9ile wi~h the· 
'  . '  ' .  ._ .. ,  ~".  _..,  ~ 
strategy of grc.clual  aclap:t;ation  c:u.rr~ntly  follo~-1ed by  t1:~.~jo~ityof 
Community  industry  •. 
3.4.  ~ecial problemsj  suppl~ bottleneck~ 
Two  types of supply bottlenecks.may occur 
.  . . 
.·.~ 
- bottlenecks resulting from  e.  sudden sub'stantial increase in· demand; 
this is the case at present for. certain' primary or semi-finishecl products 
such as heavy  pl~te,  le~ge. valve.  ~r p~mp casings, .heat  exchanger. tube~,  ':!<- ··~·~- r.-•.;:: 
st~inless steel  valv~~- ;.d fittings,: etc:  Th~y 'can be  overco~e.  b~  . 
careful planning of the necessary production faciiities*; 
'  ,•  j'''•  '  ,  •••  ' 
...  tein;)ora.ry  "technoloGicel" bottlenecks resulting from the lack of 
suitable production  f~cili  ti  ~s in th.e  C~mmuni  tyH  • 
Only  the second type 'tt!ill  be  examined .in _g~en.ter detcil b.elow  •. 
Steel ingots for 'turboalternators 
~~ 
'•'\. 
.  '· 
Produ9tion of large-capacity turboaltern~tors will probably continue on 
the basis .of the  sctne  tephnolog-Y;_  ~til the end .of  the .century:s:a:  • 
For each incree.se in unit  cape,ci  ty,  there must be an increase in the weight· 
and dimensions  of the rotor;  it appears  possible with the existing 
technology to construct alternators l1i th a  maximum  unit  capc.ci ty of 3000 
:'I 
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Planni'ni of this kind is in nand at  EDF  to  ensure continuity of the 
snpplies needed to carry· out the French  nuclc~:r :programme~· 
Could this be  caused by too great· a  fragmentation bf markets and  ~he 
lack of a  genuine single Europemt market  ? 
A study of the introduction of new  techniques  such as the application 
of cryogenics has nevertheless been started lri  th a  vieH to obtaining 
large increases in unit capacity. 
Speed of rotation of the turboalternator sets in UlR. power stations  •. - 19- . III/83/75-E 
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280  tonne·e.  To ·ina.k:e  .it;··a.""for~ng bia.nk  of 38o  tonnee and a.·ca.St  steel 
ingot of 600·  tonnes  wo~ld be required;  steel blocks·of  th~se dimensio~s 
cannot be ·produced. 'in the· Comnninity  at the ·present time,  the limits beirig 
cast steel ingots up to 300  tonnes 
one-piece rotors 12o-150 tonnes,· 
corresponding to alternators of a  maximum  of 700-900  MVA. 
All  the steel ingots  required,  fo~ lEli'ge-cap~~i  ty generators have  t.o  be 
imported  fr~m the US  or Japan.  tod~.  t  commun~ty ~uclear power station 
.  ~  '  . . 
constructor has  ordered from  J~pan ten fqrged .. blocks for the turboal  ternator 
.·  '  ..  .  '  '  . 
sets'of 900-1500  MWe  power  stations.  It  s~ems  ~hat other Community  manu-
facturers  are doing the  sa.me. 
.  " 
This situation will  ~ave to  ch.~e;  one  Community  oo~~tructor has already 
.  . 
concluded the necessary agreements to obtain the plant  required. 
3.4.2.  Steel forgings  of nuclear pressure vessels· 
Another bottleneck occurs in the fabrication of large  for~ings, for 
example  ver.y thick,  large-diameter seamless forgea rings:£ ·ancl  flanges 
(250  nuri  thick,  · · 5 ·  m dia.·)  for· LWR  pressure vessels.  These· components  are 
also SUpplied by Japanese 'industr,y,  as  there 8Xe  no  cdequate presses in 
the Community. 
3.4.3.  Transport 
The.increase in the unit size and weight  of equipment  makes  it mo~e and  more 
difficult to transport;  water transport does  not yet give rise to any 
problems but  can  obviously only be used where  the power  station to be 
co'nstructea is sui  table located·  •  .- .  S~ccial wagons .·have  been· developed· for .. 
rail transport;,  nl  ternator stators _of  1400/l'lOO 1-NA  (1500 r.p.m.)  ancl  .. 
•·.·  ... 
.~  .  ...  :  .,  . 
rotors of 3000  MVA  (1500  r.p.m.) are expected to.be the limit of their capacity  • 
.  ;.. 
~ These  rings are in increasing demand  to reduce the total number  of welds  in 
the pressure vessel to a  minimum. 20-'  III/8}/75-E 
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The ·existing Umi  t  on· the tro.nsport ·of transformers  was  reacr  .. ocl  when  tho 
largest transformer in the world  ('50  Hz)  for the PhHlipsburg I  nuclear 
~ower sto,ti9n (864  ~!e) was  transported on  a  special wagon with 32  axles 
(this 1020  r,WA,  27/415  KV  tre.nsformer·weighs 420 .tonnes).  1500  MVA 
tr;;.nsformers  can be transported only by  ~·tater and when  this is not possible 
two  740  lliVA  transformers .or three single-phase transformers are used for a 
1300  ~~e nuclear power station. 
~pecial. vehicles are now  being  de~igned to carry. loads  of up  to 900  tons 
by  road.  A vehicle operating on an air cus~ion (Hovercraft principla) 
has been clevelopeC:.  in Britain to carry trp,risformers  and.  alternator stators 
by  road. 
3.5.  Necessary conditions to .enable Community  industg t·o  satisfl demand 
The  above analysis  sho't-tS  that demancl· 'for capital goods  can be satisfied in 
the'next ten years$  .Nevertheless the industry must  contin).l.eto invest 
sufficient capital - often very large amounts,  expecie,lly for accelerated nuclear 
programmes'- to adai)t  its production faoi'li ties to demand • 
•  £'  •  ~.It' 
Is the·  Cotmnuni ty industry  prepare~ to do  this anC.  does it have the capital ? 
The  answer,  based on  recent  experience,  appears to be in the. affirmative, 
_2rovided  a  degree of continuity and a  certain guarantee of demand  are a~~ 
over the next  ten zears;  it is also possible th2,t  in -some ·particular cases 
there will be prob'lems  in financing· the investments. 
3o5.1.  Guarantees  of.continuity of demand  .· ... 
a)  Theoretical future clemand  for power'stationsand'heavy equipment  described 
earlier is clerived largely from  estimates bz. electricity proclucers  of the 
maximum  annual  output that .might  be  requi~r~d from their systems  :in  coming 
years.  Estimates  of this kind,  which have to be made  about ten years in advance, 
are  extremely difficult e.nd  have already proved too inaccurate on several 
oc?~sions in the past;  it is t}?.eir_ industry that suffers the consequences 
(for example,  a  1% error in the annual-growth rate of electricity demand 
·' I 
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leads to 15 %  error in the assessment of orders). It is necessary to 
adjust estimates such as those in Section II ~;ery year;  annual  changes 
in the expected. ··levels of p:roduction aiid demand 'resul  tin3' from  ·the~ are 
greatly amplified on the capital  goods  market and· result ·m  chronic 
cyclical fluctuations in the actual  demand  for· power equipment*;  these 
fluctuations are further amplified by.the  steady incrense in the size 
of the units concerned. 
It also appears that the larger the  n~rket the  smaller these  fluct~ 
\' 
ations;  an analysis covering the perici'd 1960-70  shmfed that fluctuations 
in. actual annual  turboalte"~tor deliveries. were  around.30  ?~  {n· each of 
the  Cotnm~i  ty. countries  (markets of a  feN  thouSand MHe  per annum)'  and 
about 10 %·in the US  and in  ·Eu.rope  as a  whole  (markets of' ·about 
15,000  MHe  per annum). 
b). For  some  years,  maj.o..L.i!~~~}?.tic.AI!  ~~..:t.h~  ex~~i9._IL.<?.f~~es 
f2:r. the . i~s  ..  t~:IJ!!ii9}l_9LE.ll£l  ~~rr~.I>_<?.wer . stat  iOElL.ha~.;,.j.n  •.  S()~  .92J!l.:'!E!lit..Y  .  .  ,,  ·.  .  ..  ·  .  '  . 
£g£Ptrj~e~ added to the effect of the chronic cyclical fluctuations in 
demand  described above.· 
National  industries that. have  1;3uffered  fr()m  such. interrup.tiqns in· the 
pa.st. therefore require certain guarantees from  the government  ("programme 
· co~tr~cts';)  b~fore setting up  produ~tion fac.iii  tie~ ~or.  mtcle~r ~quip­
ment ·ror new  types of reactors. 
c) 'tn:_the past  few  yea~s, a  ''nuclear controversy'  c_oncern~g  -the 
installation of nuclear power  stations has become  eviden~ ·in Europe 
and is  slo...}~{L_down .t'i.?Y~;'-~~]lt  _  _lJcen.,sjp_~Y,roc~l!I'~ so  that  m~u­
facturers suffer long delays before. orders alreadj incorporated -in 
. 
th~ir production  schedul.es :are  confirmed,. thus incurring c9nsiderable 
financial  losses  •. 
Despite these fluctuations,  interruptions and possible delays,  the 
heavy. power  equipment  industry is forced by.  its ·very nature to  s·et 
lon~term financing ta.rcets (it  '~akes about ten years - or  even more  -
·-before the capital  invested is amortized).  This  involves a  high level 
of.risk·for 
1·' 
*~e;=_ample.  "Tii.e1'Jorld r1arket  for Heavy Electric Power Equipment:', 
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manufacturers'  investment  programmes,  further accentuated ln  the'nuclear 
fi'Eil'c:  by  tech~oioe;icai·  uncertairi.ties:l~  ·ifith present  rates of inflation, 
the profi  tab.ility of ·rohg-term· investments  oft~n appears t9o  lot>l'- i/o  er.ooura.ge 
industry to take large ·  ri.sks·. 
Conse~~ently, it appears that  f~unity.manufacturers are ready to meet 
ariy  substan,.!!&_~ease in d~~c:r provi'cled ·it is formu.latec1.  in such a  wal 
as to }Jrovide them With c·ertain assurances  ret;a.~Cling_ some  or n.ll  o.f ·the 
~eroentioned  unce:rtaint~.· 
The  launching of the vast  LWR  poHer station programme  by Electricitc de 
France .is a  gOOd. example  :  manu.facturers in  th~ sectors involved  (ml.clear is-
land, turboalternator sets,  power transformers,  etc.)· did· not  r..egotim;te  unit 
orders, but  concluded. a  "programme  order"  covering several years for 
sufficient units to ensure that the capital investment  they had to make 
would be profitable. 
3o5o2o  ~~ing  of capital  investm~nt 
The  capi  te.l  to be invested by the indnstry to meet  a  substantial  increase 
in deroe.nd  is ten to tt-;enty times less than that  expended by electricity 
producers  on the equipment. 
It is very difficult to quantify this  pro~lem. 
On  the basis of  fin~cial estimates published when  the most  recent 
investments were made  in Fr~ce, the financial needs  of the Community 
industry for 1975-85  can be estirne.ted at  a.pproximately 3,500  million Uoa• 
to carry out the Community  power station programme  outlined in Section 2. 
----------------- ---------------
§.;  For  example,  at the beginning of 197L!- Shell set c.sic.le  f..  96  million to 
meet  its 50 %  share in the  expected losses of General  Atomic  in connection 
wi,th  orc1ers  for ten HTGR  power stt'.tions. 
I,  ,.  \ (  '  i 
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3•5•3•  Financing of R & D 
The  heavy electrical. e~~eering iruluo.try is an'  advanced technology scc:I;Qr · 
~  . 
(see Section 6) tnat is changing rapidly; .. consequently it is.essential for 
the Community  industry to be in a  position to p,rovicle  the newest plant ·· 
both on  the home  market  and  on the world market. 
Research::::work is financed largely by the  COI!Ip~ies  thcms~~ves:  (4~ %  of 
turnover per aimum)  but ·,hlter~  i~  ·~iso a  compl~x system of more  or.less 
and scope in different Member  States.  .  .  . 
A.  Community  R & D,policy for the energy  sector must  c~rtainly take this 
situation into account. 4•  THE  COMJ'.IDNITY  NARIOO 
4.1.  .Q.E£.~  __ ,£idding for contracts  -
- 24- III/83/75-E 
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The· internal Community  market  has  no  tariff barriers between.' t'he 'old members 
(the Six);  the existing tariff barriers in respect  of the new  Member 
States will be completely clistnantlecl by 1977,  at :the  end of the tre.nsi  tional 
pcrio:-1. 
Despite this, ,national markets for power, s.tations are not  in praptice o:pen 
to the whole of Community  industry •.  On  the othor hand,  it. must  be admitted 
that .there is a  sort  of "tacit" admission .of American  compaTJ.~e.s through. 
links or licences  and financial  holclings_ that they have  established 't<'li th 
,. 
some  Community  comp<:mies,  solely in the nuclear fielclo 
The  Commission  informed the Council  of this state of affairs in  1.972  in 
its first Communication  on"p;ogress in liberalizing public con:tracts  ?Jld, 
.'·: 
contracts  awarde~ by 1lndertakings responsible for the operation of services 
of  gener~l·  ccono~c inter.est in  z:esp~ct .of  su~plies":t:•  In thi.s  doc~ent, 
the Commission  considered that  intra-community trade in the industri.al  - .  . . . 
o  ~  I  ' 
EJector  coverecl. by this report did not. ~ppea.r to  exceed 10 %  of.  appar~_nt 
consumption  ~nd was  considerably less for certain equipment. 
This walling off of national markets has not  changecl for complete power 
stations as,  with the exception of one nuclear power  s~ation ~d part of a. 
foss~l-·fuellecl one,  no  stations have been built in a  mem~·er. countr,Y under 
the  respon~ibility o:f  a  company  from  a  different  COU:ntry.  Ev~n those. t:wo. 
contracts contain compulso:cy  condi  tiona regarding  t~e participat.~on of 
the domestic  inclt~stry in supp~ies.  ,  , 
~ Document  SEC(72)260l  final  of 24 July 1972.  The  Commission is now 
preparing an updated version. 25_- TI:,  '8~,~..,~~-~· 
_::.. .. --
·~~ 
On  power station components  there are no  statistics suited to the·purposes 
of this report,  but the Commission  intends to collect .figures directly 
from  the .industry when  it.prepares its annual  consolidated report mentioned 
'  . 
in Section 9..  In the meantime.,  note can be taken of intra-Community  .tred~. 
in th~ nuclear sector in particular in the form of sub-contracting for 
components  (e  .. g.  pressure vessels,  internal structures,  steam  generat~rs), 
parts of components  (e.g. parts  of  ~ressure vessels and turbines)  and 
.  .  . 
basic products  (e.g.  heavy plate).  The  existing methods  of ordering_ 
nuclear power  stationi (turnkey contracts 'or by  isl~d) meen  that sub-
contractors are selected by the companies  responsible for  su~plying 
the complete power  station or the  isle~d. 
It should also be noted that the advantageous  effects of order  ~rogramming 
could be accompanied by a  certain  c~osing off of markets.  The  French 
decision to  hav~· its. chain of urn  nuclear power  stntion.s constructed by 
tv-ro  French groups is likely t? shut. ~-ff the EDF: .market ro/  proven  re~~tors 
frGm  foreign competition for probably a  long time. to come,  but  on  the other 
hand when  EDF  placecr the order with SOGERCA  it asked the company  to expancl 
to a  European dimension.  It will be in·tcresting to see how  that  request 
is followed up. 
Considerations of this kind do  not in any  way  reduce the importance of 
demand ·programming by electricity prod~cers since market  conditiorts are 
no  diff~rent in countri·es with less aclvanced  progremming  :  recent· attempts 
at worldwide.invitations to tender made  by German  electricity producers 
culniinated in the award  of urn:  power  station orclers to the German  firm IG-JU. 
However,  the smaller countries have  opened up  their markets to international 
competition by necessity,  but also to suit their own  interests,  although 
th~ run the risk of.frequently seeing their own  manufacturers fall under 
the control of foreign groups without thereby gaining access to the 
intr~o~nunity market. 
The  reasons for the walling off of national markets are  mar~ and were 
set out  in·  .. the :abovementioned Communication  to the CounciL,·  They .are 
.  . 
connected with the motivations of the authorities,  electric'i,ty.producers 
and manufacturers. ...  26  . III/83/75-E 
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After the authorities have fostered tp.e  establishment  a."1d  growth o-f ·national 
indust1~ies,  they  ~annot abandon  them l•Tithout  a  thought for the social  and.- ' 
econom:i.c  consequences of that ·attitude;  moreover,  national technolog].cal· . 
capabilities are often used for purposes  of political .relations with non-. 
member  countries. 
.~  . 
Electricity producel"s,.  responsible for  ~public u.tility,  have  long since 
.  ;  · .. 
established links with national  manufactu~ers having a  vast fund of .. 
.  .  . 
technical  and commercial  knowledge  and have  no  incentive to breclc off 
these 'traditional relations - qui  t'e to 1he  co.ntr~ry ( after-sai.es  se:r"Vice 
and  supply of spares;  contractual ·g,larantees;  kno\-rledge  of st.andards  and 
reg~lations, etc.). 
With the existing  str~cture of the sector,  manufacturers attach the highest 
importe~ce to their national markets. because in all sectors these are the  -· 
•  .  •  .  •  ·....  •  '  f  .•• 
sour~e of 1he basic income of any  company  producing capital goods  for a 
public  servia~ indus~;.  i~ addition,  ..  contracts in. the home. co~try  ~re 
I  1  '.'  '  '  •  I  :  '1' 
an essential "qUalification". for  expo;.t  markets,  especially in the case 
I  .  '  :t  '•  .. 
of adve.noed  technology products  ~ 
In.'briof,_the motiva-tion of.all the.p_arties  conc.~rped.,  although differing 
in many  cases·,  favours  maintenance of· the status quo  and. there. are·  not 
yet  any clear signs of the liberalization of.contracts in this sector. 
However,  a  genuine liberalization,  one  ·of  the objectives of the ·EEC  Treaty, 
Ho'uld  fa.cili  tate  : 
I 
u  - a  bette_r balcnce  bet~veeD supply and  deroa-4lJ1 
Contracts genuinely open to all would reflect  a  collective security of 
supply for  energy-producing plant.  This  aspect oould become  ~mportant if 
an  imbalance develops between demand  by electricity producers  and manu-
fc-,cturers'  capacity or in the event  of a  "accident  de parcours".  In axry 
case if a  market  of  Com~~nity dimensions were  opened up  in conjtmction 
lrith - and facilitated by - transnntional cooperation of adequate  scope, 
it would be possible to rationalize industrico41  investment  5.n  the short 
and'"l<ing terin.  In 'the short  ~erin,  ~ecause it" WO'l,lld  be possible 'to  ~void 
or reduce new  investment by better utiliz~tion of existing capacity (or 
surplus  ca::_:lacj_ ty. 
See Section 6 
e  See 3  5  1  •  •  • ~. 
\ 
\  ·" 
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.. In the long. t·e1;'m,  as ·nuclear energy is now  deve'!oping very rapidly (and 
programming is becoming necessary),· the indllstry will have to i te investment 
effort·to avoid finding itself faced.with serious surplus capacity at the 
end of the period of acceleration. 
- an increase in the available sales area  -
viewed from the angle of the development  of the  i~dustry and  expansion of 
its financial· status. 
An  ad hpc ..  ~ectora.J.  st.udy will _b.e  undertaken by the Commission  departmeltts 
to elucidate the technical aspects  of :the  problem. 
4.2G  Accessibility for outsiders 
Access. to the .Community 'market  from outside is aubject to _customs  duti.es 
ra.ngi~ from 5  dJo  to 10 %'depe~ding on the conventional plant  conce~ed:s:. 
These  d~ties  ar~ slightly loW'er  than those 'p:r:otecting the US  and Japanese 
markets.  Despite  thi~ lower customs protection,  the' Community  is not an 
.  .  .  ·-:- ' 
importer but an  exporter of heavy'power  eq:uipment~  as  pointed out  in 
Section 3,  except  in certain particula~ sectors of limited scope in which 
there  ~e short·coll'iings  (e.g.,  alternator shafts).  As  for nuclear reactoi-s, 
fissile materials and·fuel  elements,  the Community  reserved the r.ight, 
after the·. Kennedy  Round~ to restore or reduce its te.riff protection; 
these products have not .b.een  bo':lnd  under GA1'·r. 
:E  .  .. 
For example,  the customs duties in force  on 1  ~anuary 1975  are 
Turbines  and generators 
Transformers 
Circuit breakers 
...  ' ACCESSIBILITY  OF  VARIOUS  WORI,D  :MARKErS  ----...-, 
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The  major regions of the world are not  equally accessible to all potential 
suppliers.  This is because  : 
- if the region concerned is a  large -industria~ized area with a  high' demand 
for electricity,  there is a  domestic  indu~try-and it is generally  suff~oiently 
large to  supply most  if not all of the market;  access to the  nk~ket depends 
ontlic tariff and  other barriers protecting it arid the degree to which 
domestic industry is overburdened  (US); 
-if the region concerned consists  of developing-countries or-small 
industrialized cotmtries,  inuch  of t'he  market  may  be accessible to outside 
firms if preferential trade flows  hav~ ·not been:  estr.bli'shed between this 
region nnd  other exporting countri·es by historical links  • 
... 
To  attain an  adequate profitabil:Lty level, all the companies ~producing 
heo.v;Y  power  equipment  try to  secu~e a,  foothold 'on  the  majo~ e~ort market's. 
Table 10  and  11  give the share of  e~ports_,  expressed as  a  percentage of 
national production,  for turboalternator sets and  transformers. 
.• 
The  major industrial. 'nations export  extensively t'o.  most  regions  of the world,  , 
at least as  far as conventional  equipment  is concerned,  although there are 
some  areas where  special influences prevail  (UK/Commonwealth,·Japa.n/Pacific 
region,: etc.). 
The  world market  for heavy nuciear plant and  nuclear power  stations,  however, 
is too new  a  market  to be considered as alreadj exhibiting established spheres 
,.  . 
of influence and it mst be  examined. separately;  at the pi_esent  time  :i.t  is 
'  >  I  '  •  ' 
i!l--l?E.::£.tl-.2.e~m:Lnat~d by_!~e United  Sta~~~.,.!l-~~-!£-..e SUpPl;y_o!_  li~ht 
water rea.ctors is concerned,  .A  firm must  be able to refer to· large national 
-·~  ....  - --·· 
projects  successfully completed and possibly even be able to guarantee certain 
.  . . .  . 
fuel  supplies - this is just starting to e,pply  in Europe  -:- before it c~n hope 
to export. · - 29- III/83/75-E 
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Of  the 300 reactors already built or  co~er.~ 'l?Y·  firm orders at the. beginning 
of 1974,  only 17  do  not make  use of US  technology;  117  use Westinc,'hou.se 
technology  (18 of them being ordered from  licence holders)  and lCl  G.~.· 
technology  (20 ·being ordered from  licence holders).  The  US  has  e~ported· 
44  LWR  (to Europe,  Korea,  Taiwan,  India,  South America,  Japan)  compared 
wit}). .three exported by KWU  .(to  l~ustria,  Switzerland and ·the :Nether  lands), 
t~ro ·(to Finland) by Technopromexport  and  one  (to Finlr-.nd)  by  ASE!.-f.Tm~. 
On  the component  market,  the~e are  soi;~e  exports of pressure .vessels fran the 
Community  to the US,  mainly to make  up for a  temporary shortage of capacity 
in America. 
Finally, it should be noted that commercial  agreements negotiated between 
States~ pl~ an  important  ~ole in the development  of_he~vy power  equipment 
exports;  t~s will change the possibilities of_access  to certain markets 
in a  \'1<3\V  that ·cannot :oe  predicted in the scope of a  ;:;ectorE'.l  study~  Never-
theless care llnlst  be taken to avoid a  si  tu~tion in which the European. 
industries try to. outbid each other in thes.e negotiati'ons;  this could not but 
.  .  ,,  . 
be harmful to the whole  ~ropean Community  and  could only benefit non-member 
I  . 
countries. 
5.2.  ~ocessible markets  in non-member  countriesj  difficulties 
~-
).2.1.  The  United States market 
American  electricity demand  is the highest 'in the world and  in 1980-1985 
will be about double. the total demand  in the nine Community  countries. 
The  expected growth rate is close to the average rate expected in the 
.  . 
.Co~ity for the same  period, but it should  b~ noted that the rate at 
which nuclear "energy  ~rill take over is likely to be lower than that 
foreoa~t for the CommUnity  in the years  1980-1985~..  . 
····:  .. 
--------------~-------------------------------- ~  On  3 October 1973  the Commission  submitted to the Council  a  comwxnication 
(COI.f(73)  1275  final)  on  the problems  raised 'by  bilatE.-ral e,ereements for 
economic,  industrial and technological cooperation with non-member  countries; 
together with a  proposal for a  Council  Decision establishing a  consultation 
procedure.  This proposal was  approved by the Council  on  22  July 1974.  Trade 
negotiations with State trading countries have to be  conducted by the Commu• 
nity (see Council  meeting of 7 May ·1974).  · 
~  Increase  :n installed nuclear capacity from  1980 to 1985  :  factor of close 
to 2  in the USA  and  close to 3  in the Community. --30  III/83/75-E 
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The  f.Jnerican  power  equipment  market  is therefore the largest in the  wo~ld; 
in recent  ~rears European  firms  have  enjoyed their share  o~ it, with the 
cxcoption of nuclear reactors£. 
Access by· European firms to the  l~merican ·market· has been fe.cili  tated in 
recent ·years by the overloading of  t~e American  industry.  However,· 
a· reverse trend appears  to be  emerging .now  for the following  ree.sons. 
a)  ad.ministrative obstacles  :  although the us participat'ed "in  th~ 
drafing of'  the international anti-dumping. code  during the Kennedy  Round; 
the criteria of the code  have  never been applied.  Specific lunerican 
rules and their misuse cen act as non-tariff bar~iers to trade.  In 
par-ticular,  the Commission  has  already drawn  attention,  in in:formal 
conte,cts,  to the damage  caused by the JIJDerican  halbi t  of iflsti  tuting 
' 
a.n  ant:i.-dumpi~ enquiry ...  '.ihi/~h'-enfluet.u~as·tmpO.rts-'-wh'i1st.;lt  ts--:i:ii:~~:Pi'OgrErss  ~ 
without. first  investigati~ whe~her·there are genuinely grounds  ·ro~ such~ 
enquiry~.  What  is more,  the decisions that dumping  existed taken by the 
Department  of the Treasury in the years  1972-:-73  in respect of very. high 
.  - .  '  ~ 
·voltagE:.  transformers  and  circuitbreake:rs  (from France,  Italy,  Japan1 
'Swi tzerla.nd,  UK)  have already reduced the activities of foreign firms 
on  the US  IIk~rket •  · 
·some  US  firms  also ·have  recourse to Article 232  of the 1962  Trade Expansion 
Act  which  m{thorizes the President to curb  cer~ain imports:a::t: if in. the 
opinion of the Office of Emergency  Preparedness they are likely to constitute 
a  danger to national security. 
The  Buy American Act  ~nd the protectionist attitude of certain States 
- < 
(e.g, California) could have  more  effect in the future as the  US  industry 
ceases.to be  so  overworked. 
For-which. the Us  industry has  access to the Community  market  through 
subsidiaries or licences. 
9  The  US  dectrici  ty industry lobbies· the Ways  and Means  Comrili ttee of .the 
House  of Representatives  through NEMA  (National Electrical  ~.1a.nufacturers · 
Association). · 
E& Exe,mple  :  GE  :  1958  :  clectrici  ty generators 
1960/65 · : ·st  earn  generators  .  ·· 
1972  ·:  EHV  power  circuit breakers and  power  tran~formers 
OEP  found that  US  requirements  could be met  'l,lp  to 1981  and that national 
securi~y was  not  endangered, · - 31  ;  III/83/75-E 
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b)  increased technologj,cal  development  of American firms  and their 
capacities~ 
American industry's annual  capo.city at the end of 1972  was  about  45,000  r.\.We 
for turbo-alternator ·sets and appears to be keeping 'in line with the develop.. 
ment  of demand  in general  (oligopolistic market. shared between GE,  Westinghouse 
and Allis Chalmers Power Systems,  Inc.).  P.ower  transfo~er capacity in the· 
same  year was  _210,~ MVA  but  should increase rapidly in the near f\lture as 
a  result  of large-scale. expansio_n  programmes. 
Nuclear pressure vessel capacity was  30 per ·annum  in 1974  and  should meet 
demand  up to 1980.  The  industry should plan to increase capacity to 40 
per annum  if it is to  meet  dema.nd  in l985. 
With the, temporary slackening or' the rate of commissioni-ng nuolee.r pol>Ter 
.  ' 
stations' in the US  otrlng to difficulties with operating licenceG  and 
.  . 
enVironmental  problems,  it is. difficult to s~  how  far f.merican  capacity 
will be  ~-ble to  s~tisfy a  large sha·re of .the American  m~rket in the short 
term,  thereb,y  reducing the share going to  equipment  imp~rted from the 
Community. 
c) The  d~valuation of the dollar in recent  lear~ 
Since the_  monetary crisis in May-August  1971,  the currencies of the Community 
Member  States(with the exception _of  the pound sterling .and  the lira) have  . 
gaine~ in value against  the._dollar. 
There are even grounds for believing that American industry will become still 
more  aggressive on markets outside the United States in view o:f  the current. 
slacke~ing in the pace of the nuclear power plant investment  programmes  of 
American: electricity producers~. 
To  gain access to the tunerica.n market,  the larges.t  European groups have 
either· set up  (German  AElG-5iemens  group ·with Allis Chalmers  Co  through 
the  j9int subsidiar,y Allis Chalmers Power Systems)  or are P+rinning  (Swiss Brown 
Boveri  group)  pro.ductiqn facilities in the United States with or without  an 
.  '  '  '  '  . 
Am¢rican partner. 
:E  Ref  (1) vll•SH  1174-74  "The nuclear industr;Y"  . 
·  (2)  US  Industrial Outloolc 1974  (US  Department  of Commerce) 
~  This is chiefly the result of administrative difficultieS in obtaining 
building permits and the high cost  o:f  money. 32  -
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Thl!?  market  appears to be fairly accessible to British industry,  by 
tradition. 
5o2o3o  Euronean  mc>rkets  outside the  Co~unit;y 
a)·  Scand.ine.v~ 
Access to this market  is difficult because of  Swe~ieh capacity in this field, 
mainly in the hc.nds  of ASEt  ...  e..nd,  in the nuclear sector,  its part sta.te01med 
subsidiary,  ASEJ.-ATOH,  for the supply of BWR  pm•re:r  stations of the ASEA  type, 
'  !1: 
and of Uddcomb  for the supply of reactor pressure vessels  • 
The  position enjoyE:d by Sweden  on the world market  is due  lllc.~inly  ot its 
! 
quality image  and intensive ;:md  well-ef.'lta1JJ.ished  international  mar~eting 
since the domestic market  rep:r·esents  only a  moderate pe:rcente-.ge  of demand 
and state 'aid for exports is ver·y  modest. · 
Then there is the Russian foo-thold  on  the Finnish mat'ket,  reflected in the 
nuclear sector by the order for the first Finnish· Lv!R  power station of 
440  r.me  (USSR  :  nuclear steam supply system plus turboa1ternators,  KWU  :. 
instrumente.tion and  co.ni;:.'ol  equipment) o 
b.)  0ther 
The  nuclear power. station market  in other Ruropean ·countries is accessible 
to Community  manufactu:rr:n.':Jo  Hov1over,  .American  industr-J has  so far dominated 
thes'e ·markets,  mainly in Spain and to a  lesser extent in Switzerland" 
5 .2.4.  Jape.nese _rriark~ 
This  market is completely inaccessible.  vlhat  is more,  Japanese industry 
has  exp~ded so fast in the past ten years that there is  gen~ine danger of  / 
very serious competition from Japan  on  export markets. 
.  I 
---------------------------------·--~--------------------------------------
:£  Capacity of 5-7  vessels per annum  planned for.  end of 1974;  Combustion 
Engine.ering has  a  25  %.  hcl'ding in this company •. 
,I  ·:-I 
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Trr.de with Eastern Europe is still light despite the di.Stente;  because of 
econooic  and  commercial  problems  (financing of purchase,  sales structure). 
Trade generally tal-ces  place under long-term cooperation  ~reements signed 
bettooJ"een  States  (West  Gerrilany/USSR,  West  Germe,ny/Romanie.,  France/Poland, 
France/USSR and very recently UK/ Romania) o 
Recently West.  Germany  and the USSR  have been studying the possibility of 
incr·ev..sing  coo;peration in the  energy sector;  the supply of  ~uclear power 
stations to be  erected on the shores  of the Baltic and paid for by Russinn 
deliveries of electricity!l,  is  envis~ed. 
5~2.6.  -Other countries 
Over the next fifteen years,  the developing countries should have a  higher 
gro~~h rate of electricity demand then the inru1strialized countries  (see 2.2.). 
~ccess to most  of these  marke~s appears to be largely dependent  on the 
situation of tho countries concerned in relation to the  America~ and  Russian 
spheres of influence,  or on·their desire to remain non-aligned. 
Central  qnd South~~ 
Argenti~~, Brazil and Mexico  arc likely to htwe the highest per capita 
growth  r~te of electricity demand  in the \'lOrld  and tvill therefore be 
rapidly  expanding markets. 
f~gentina's policy. is one of independence of the United.States,  and the 
Eastern bloc countries benefit from it.  It has  recently ccncluded agreements 
with the USSR  and Czechoslovakia for the construction of the hydroelectric 
power stations lvhich form the major item in its short-term infrastructure 
. prograTll!Ile •.  Nuclear energy is represented by the natural uranium heavy water 
project of Canadian origin;  Brazil and Mexico  also  expect  to make  use of 
nuclear  energy in the medium  and long term and have  e~lready ·ordered reactors 
from  the US:s:. 
~  The  supply of PWR  power stations to the USSR  by Framatorne  is also under study 
iri France.  The  UK  in'terids to supply heavy' ·water reactor po\-ier ·stations- to 
Romania under the abovementioned  a.greemen·~o 
:a ::Srazii;  PvlR  of 600  !11\ve  from \'lestinghouse;  llfexico  :  BWR  of 900  r4f1e  from 
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11arket  trends in the countries  of'  .the Andean  Group  will depend  on  the · 
success of ,the  reg:i,onal· .integration efforts now  ~der wey  and  of'  the 
ve.rious  development  progrrumnes  (especially the prograilliJ!e  for the mecha:nical 
and electrical engineering  sect~rs) within which there should be a  place 
for European,  industr,y~ 
Middle East  -
Access to these markets  is a  pol,i  tical matter and .is negotiated at 
government  level  c..  J!ollowing the mili  tar,y events  and oil crises  o~ r.ecent 
years,  outline agreements  covering the supply of nuclear power  s1ations. 
havebeen concluded bilaterally between governments  (USA/Israel,  USL/F€YPtt 
France/Iran,  etc~).  The  Euro-Arab dialogue  should provide the pommunity 
with an opportunity of adopting a  coherent  policy in this sector. 
Far East 
S~uth Korea and Taiwan,  in the American sphere of  inf'~uence, have  ordered 
nuclear power stations  of'  600-900  ~~!e from the US' in recent years. 
5.3.  Export  aid·- policies in Community  countries 
Export  aid policies differ greatly from one Community  countr,y to another. 
In particular,  interest' rates· may  var,y  from 6-12 %  and the· duration of the 
credit 'is also very elastic.  This situation leads to efforts at outbidding 
which benefit no-one but the United States. 
Faced with this situation,  the Commission has tried to bring e.bout  a  degree 
of harmonization in the export credit financing and credit  insure~ce policies 
in the l'fember States.  It is tr,ying to eradicate or at least slow down  the 
efforts of States to outbid each other in interest rates and credit. duration 
so  e,s  to avoid distortion of competition between industries in different 
countries.  Fo~ some  branches of industr,y to which interest rates and the 
duration of credit are of particular importance, it has proposed sectoral 
e.rrangements  s,.1itable for ratification by the largest possible number of 
countries·,· i.e. the member  coun-~ries of the Organize.tion for European 
Cooperation and  Development  (O:EJJDh  This has been done for civil aircraft, 
ground stations of telecommuni,cations satellites, nuclear power stations 
and the fuel  they use. 
~ Bolivia, Chile,  Colombia,  Ecuador,  Peru and  Venezuel~. 
I' . - 35 
In brief, the Commission is active both on  a  general plane,  with its 
efforts to obtain agreement  on  credit terms  or insurance principles 
applicable to all exports,  e.nd  also at sectoral level,· with its proposals 
for credit terins.suited to those sectors and differing from  its general 
proposals. 
Sectoral a£reement  on  nuclear power stations 
The  Community's  position in OECD  regarding a  sectoral agreement  on  nucl~ar 
power stations was  defined 'by the Council,  on  a  propos~,l from the Commission, 
at its meeting on  5 February 197 4.  The  Cornmtini ty proposed limiting the 
length of credits for exports of complete nuclear power  satior~ to ten years 
for orders to industrialized countries and to twelve years for deliveries to 
developing countries. 
In addition,  the orders had to incorporate minimum  down  payments  of 10% and 
15  %  respectively for developing and  industrialized countries·. 
For nuclei:'.X  fUel,  there is a  consensus amongst  OECD  member ·countries in 
favour of the following credit terms  :  do\~ payment  of at least 10 ~ and 
maximum  period of 5 years. 
Credit  insurance 
The  Council has  already approved the Directives on  the adoption of common 
credit insurance policies for medium- an4.~long-term .transactions with public 
. or privat·e buyers* and the rules e..pplicable,""·in the rie1ds of export guarantees 
•  •  f  ' 
and finance for export,  to c'ertain sub-contracting in other memb€r  or non-
member  countries..  So far the decision concerning suh-contracting is the 
only one that has  entered into force in the Ivlember  State~
5 • 
*  OJ  No  L 254  of 23.10.1970. 
~  OJ  No  L 284  of 30.12.1970. 
.·. . . 
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Tho  Commission hcs also made  ~number of other proposals on credit insurance 
introduction of a  common  policy for medium- r.nd  long-term buyer credits, 
.  .  - .  \ 
adoption  o:l:  a  common  system of.  premiums  for supplier credits, 'trJhole. turnover 
..  > 
and selected transaction polilllies,  exchange shprtfall guarantee,  gttarantee . 
against cost  increases,  etc.  These proposals  have been or are being 
discussed by the· ,relevant Council  working party  • 
.  As  so little progress has been made  towards  the M.,rmonization of credit 
.  ' 
insurance,  the Commission  staff, in an  endeavour to expedite harmonization, 
·~  .  .·  ·.  .  .  . . 
have pr-epared a  working paper  on the application of uniform principles . 
in export credit-insurance policies.  This has been circulated to members 
of. the Coordinating Committee  on Credit  Insure..nce.  The Commission l-rill  also 
1)e  consulting UNICE,  chambers· of commerce  e,nd  ·the Banking Federation on this 
.  . 
new  step,  which they hope 1rrill· make  a  substantiel contribution tol-ra:rds  the 
~a~aoniz~tion of.credit  insur~¢e. 
In oonclu::,3ionthe lack of a  common  export credit policy and in particular of 
a.ID~ropean Instit~te for the financing of exports similar ta that .in the 
United States, for example, is of grec.t  disadve.ntage to  l!.'urop~an. inc.lustry 
in  genere.l,  discourages  export  joint ventures  and is liable 1;o  create 
internal distortions of competition. 
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6.  §ZE¥£T~E OF  THE  HEAyY  POWER  AND  NUCLEAR  EQUIPMENT  INDUSTRY  IN 
THE  COMMUNITY 
6.1.  The  conventional sector 
The  structure  of the  power  equipment•  industry - leaving aside  the 
nuclear field  - has  been  c;:hangin'g  con~tantly over the past fifteen 
years to  enaale  production facilities to. be  enlarged,  growth pros-
pects maintained .end the ability to  compete improved,  be~ring in 
mind  the  characteristics of the  equipment  produced  : 
-they are· high  quality products  which  must  operate  for-20-30 years 
without  se~ious incident,  since the  customers  (electri~it~ pro-
ducers)  ere national public utilities;  confidence  based  on 
E.J:merous  prevfous achievements,  credibility  1;1~d  the  quality of 
the brand  image  are  essential factors  in  competition; 
- they are physically very large products,  of  a  unit size that is 
rapidly increasing  (see  Table  .;,  Secti~n 3),  requiring large 
factories for their production,  in other  words  extensive  capital 
backing;  the ability·t6 make  substantial  capital  investment  and 
. find adequate  financing is a  third factor in competition; 
- finally,  they  are products  considered by  the major  industrialized 
States to  be  of'  strategic importance  (see  introduction),  for 
which  national self-sufficiency is  essential. 
These  four  vital  characteristics,  combined  with  the  desire  to 
maintain  a  minimum  degree  of'  competition within  each  country, 
account  for  the  oligopolistic structure,  at national level,  of 
this sector and the  trend towards  ever-increasing concentration. 
•  Steam turbines,  alternators,  power  transformers. III/83/75-E 
B.!_v.:._& 
For example,  Alsthom ·accounts for about  two-thirds of French heavy 
power  equipment  capacity,_ the remainder  ~E!ing divided between  CE~ a.ud · 
Jeumont..,.Schneider;  in 1972,  KNU  sh.:J.red  the German  turbine generator 
market  w·i.th  B.3C ,"  76 %  goin0 to  the  former 'and. 24 %  to  the. latter*,  etc. 
.  ' 
·~he structure in the United States is very similar,  with Westinghou~e, 
'  . 
General Electric and Allis Chalmers Co  sharing the market. 
.  ' 
But at Community level  the  ju.~~position of national. structu~es means 
.  '  . 
that.there are about  10  to  15  fir~s in each of the main sectors (trans-
'formers,  turbines  ~nd g~nerators). This is 3 to 5 times more  than in 
the United States for a  market  only two-:thirds the  siz~ of tl1e 'American 
one,  There are  ·rinanoia.i  and techri.ical  links bet1  .. 1e'en  the 
·different European firms which·make  the  structure_ less  ~ra.grnen~ed than 
the abov.e  figures might  indicate. 
'It is therefore highly  de~irable to' press on with the  industrial  re~ 
\ 
, structuring alread;y under ·way  in this sector. 
6. 2  ~~p.uclear_~q! 
The  sudden emergence of light wa:ter  nuclear reactor·s on ·the pol..rer 
e~tipment market at the .end.of the sixties was a  new  and vitally i~ 
portant factor Which  should e.JI.1>Sdite. still further the restructuring 
of the power  equipment  industry,  both because of the vast  sc6pe of the 
technological and financial  problems  involved and because of the 
pressure.of ~heavy immediate  demand,  reflecting the desire: to diversi-
fy fuel  supplies expressed by the Community after the oil crisis of · 
Christmas 197  3~  · ·' 
An  examinati-on· of the characteri-stics· of the  coJ+ventional_p_o~~r industry 
outlined in 6.1  from. the "nuclear" angle  shows that: 
As  re.gards experience,  the predominance of American. firms is 
impressive;  of the 390  L1•TR  reactors built or covered by.  firm orders . 
at the beginning ~f 1974,  only 17  d9  not make  use of American 
technology.  To  compete on a.world scale, ·therefore, European firms 
have  to take advantage of the reputation (brand image)  they have 
.  acqu.i~ed for  ~nventio~l equi~rnent (e.g.  Siem~ns + AEG  = KWU}. 
'  '  '  '  '  .  \  ... 
a~d/or develop their o~  nuclea~ technological  c~mpetence,. 
* However,. MAN  accounted for 15-20 %  o.f  the  St~am i'urb1ne  market 
in Germany..  ,  . 
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As  regards  ~chnological know-how  and skill,  R & D is even  more 
important  than  in the  convent1.onal  secto.r,  in  view of the fact  that 
nuclear energy is so  new;  the major  source  of  LWR  know-h~w is still 
the  United States and this entails the establishment of many  finan-
.. 
cial ties with and  the granting of licences  ru1d  know-how  to  Commu-
niyt manufacturers  (see Table 12). 
The  fact  that  Siemens/KWU  is not  dependent  on  Ameri.can  licences, 
implyin~ the.t  at  some  time  a  d,ifference in know-how  evol.ved .between 
'  .· 
Community  manuf.ao'\;urers,  might  have  'been  expected to  encout-age 
suitable  intra-C.ommunity  agreements,. but this did not  hnppe~  •. 
-As regards  capital·investment  and  financing,  costs are  even  higher 
than in the  conventional sector;  the  size of nuclear power stations 
al~eady ordered varies from  1000 to  1:3.00  MWe,  a.lmos.t  double  that 
of the large conventional power  st:ations.  Even  the  soundest  firms 
in the  Community  do  not  expect  their nuclear activities to  be  out 
of the  red for  two  to  three. years. 
- Finally_,· the strategic impor.tance ·of ·a  national  commi.trrient  in the 
civil nuclear sector is acknowledged 'by all governments. 
The  response  of existing if?,dustrial  structures to  the  c,omm.eroial  .  .  .  .  . 
a4Yent  of nuclear power .stations  (mainly light-w('lter reactors)  is 
taking the  form  indicated below;  for  the  reasons outlined above, 
government  influence on  this restructuring is strong. 
a)  Integration• of nuclear  equipment  into the existing range of pro-
duction;  Table  1  shows  that the  companies· concerned  were  initially 
active in the  el~ctr~cal  engin~~rin~ sector  (top left of.Table)  or 
the heavy  engineering and boilermaking sector  (bot-~om right. of Table) 
and in some  cases both.  There is a  trend for  the  electrical enginee-
ring industry to  include nuclear equipment  (pr~ssure vessel)' in its 
production range.and a  similar trend f'or  the heavy  engineering in- ·.  ,· 
dustry;  these.two  industries then  find  themselv~s competing  in their 
nuclea~ activities.  Fo.r  example,  KWU ~  a  subsidiary of  AEC  and 
•  Integration of p·roduction  means  the. capacity' of  a -~ompany to inan':l-
faoture itself  (or in its parent  company)  all or  some  of  tile -·com-
pone~ts of  the  power stations it sells. ; 
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Siemens  (Electrical  engineering industry),  supplies  LWR  power 
. stations for  which it manufactures  the turbo-alternators but  no.t  the  ' 
nuclear pressu:-e  vessels  and  Framatome,  a  subsidiary of Creusot-Loire, 
.  tlie  he-'1vy  engineering  company t  ~upplies LWR  power  stations for  which 
it constructs the  pressure  vessels but  not  the  turbo":"alternators*. 
'rhese  companies  generally make  good  any  gaps  in their integrated pro-
duct  r~~ge by  ad  hoc  cooperation  agreements  (CGE/Brcda  agreement  for 
pressure  vessels,  Framatome/CEM agreement  for  turbo-alternators,  for 
example).· 
In  Italy,  there is complete  integration in the·IRI  group,  probably 
because it is state-controlled. 
b)  Ever-i,!l_9r_e..zllig  industrial  combinatl.on  at national level 
The  industrial policies of most  of the  main  Community  countries have 
confined  the industrial  com~ination process to  the national  setting~ 
This  mc:,y  even  go  as  far  as  the  establishment .of  a  single national 
firm,  thus  abolishing all  domestic  competition. 
In  such  cases,  the  State participates  (National  Nuclear  Corporation 
in  the  United Kingdom),  in order to  provide  a  degre~ of  supervision. 
Similar  combination processes haYe  taken place in  the  smaller  coun~ 
tries but there it is often necessary  to look  abroad**  in order to 
join up  with industrial  groups  of  sufficient size. 
The  juxtaposition within  the  Community  of  the  structures in existence 
today in the  national  framework  as  a  result of 8arlier trends  means 
that  some  ten firms  are actively  engEJ.gP.d  in the  supply of  complete 
Lt/R  power stations or the manufacture  of nuclear pressure  vessels; · 
the  corresponding  American  structure has  hc-,lf  as  many  firms  in  the 
power  station sector·and  a  third as  many  in  the  pressure  vessel field 
f .  ..,r  a  market  about  twice  the  siz~.  This tallies with  the  comparative 
financial  standing of  the  compe.nies  involved . the  total. turnover  . 
(including  of products) 
Q 
all categories  in 197-2  was  $  15  X  10..-
*This integration pattern is also  found  in the  US  ~  W.  and  G.E ••  in 
the electrical engineering sector,  supply light  water  reactor 
power,  stations equipped  with· their  O\'l!l  turbo-alternators but  sub-
contract the  vessels,  while  BW  and  CE,  in ,the  steam  generator 
hollow-waFe  sector do  the  reverse. 
*  *  For  exr-tmple,  take.-over  of  ACEC  •by:  Westinghouse. 4l  Eij::  ?- 17"- - E 
'  .... ·-,~  .~  ......  ..J. 
for Westinghouse and G.E.  a~~inst $  12  x  109  for all the European 
firms  in  ~ble- 13.  In ad1i  tion ·there .is-: 
~~1en they first tried ~o penetrate the E~~opean.continent, the American 
fi:'f•,ns  ran up -against nationn:l ·policies and in the end had to· adapt to 
tb<cw1;  they- abandoned. their hopes. of sett,ing .up  I!:uropcan-·wide  subsi-
di,aries and fqllow3d pari:'.llel policies in each· conntry.  As  Table 12 
sho;.-rs-,  .mcst  manufactnrers.*  an(!../or  sellc:rs of pmte::- otat.ions and/or 
nuclear components  in Europe  ha'i7e  established links (licences)  •~·i th 
the large .Araerican  firms  in or.der to obtain both know···b.o\..r  and credi-
bility in the eyes of elec+.ricity produ.Gers  looking for reliable. 
equipment.  For this p1trpose,  the licensor either·acquires a  large 
bolrlin·g in the. manufacturing firm (as with. FI'e.ma.tome)  or.  acceJ;>tS  some 
_responsibility for the project as  joint contractor. 
'l
1he  developri1e!lt  of  a.d;;<?,~c'3d nuclear  tecbr~o1ogies** which is under 
way  in several  count~ies of the Community will still ·provide the 
qpportunity for a  few  yzars yet to direct the  structural  ~e7elopment 
described in section 6. 2  towards  gr.eater· cohesion and grea.ter inde-
penuence of European industry on the world nuclear markets of the 
futilre. 
*  Siem0ns 'in ·the Community  .s.ncl  AS~A in  S•,:c~en are the  t1:.:o  ontsf.&ading 
e:-.ccSi't.tc"ls 1  al·t!lo~'g:.! ,even they h£;·ve. cc0p<l:r.'<:.Ltion  ae;~·estr:ents  in. R &  D 
ltii  -tl1  .A:Ji·(~!'ic:;m  f"ir;r:.;;"';·.  ·  · 
**  Fa~t breec,e~  rea:ctors~  hig~ temperature·· ga'3  ccnle..i  I'~aotors. Fusion 
reactors have  too unc.arta:.n ·a  ft.~t·u.re  to be con  a:\  C..el:'€<~. ,·,;· 
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6. 3.1  li~t~lJIJ?~~~jH,cre:,..re.ctctorf!...lHTIU 
The  technology of this type of  reactor_w~s developed within the 
Commttni ty up  ·to  a  point l'lhich  could have  enabled them  to· be intro-, 
duced  on  the market  independently of limerican partiyipation.  (The 
experimental  OECD  Dragon  and  German  AVR  reactors;  the-construction 
of the prototype  .300  :1\it~e-Germa.n THTR).  However,  the fragmentation 
of the· Evrop'3an  effort  in comparison with.American concentration 
makes  it appear that it is perhaps too late.  The  development  of HTRs 
was,  in fact,  taken up  in the  USA  right at the start by General 
Atomics,  l..rhich  was  first of all a  subsidiary of General  Dynamics,  then 
purchased .around 1967  by Gulf Oil,  who  were  joined by  Shell  in 1972 
to  form  Ge~eral Atomic  Company  (G~C)  on  a  50/50  participatio~ basis. 
The  e~~ent of the activities (construction of an  experimental  reactor, 
. then of a  330-!4\·Ie  prototype)  and the financial  status of the parent 
companies  gave  rise around 1972 1  to letters of intent· or options 
amounting to 1  600  W.~e from  f~erican electricity producers concerning 
· the  supplY*  of power  sta~ions of this type. 
It also  seems  th~.t. there is a  trend touards ·bilater?l cooperation bet-
11-r.een  certain. constructors and organizations in the Member .States of 
the Community  and 'GAC.  The  ass.o~iahon of various Community  electricity 
producers .(B,  F~  a,.  I,  UK)  within the Euro-liKG  Company  in 1971  could 
possibly help1 .as far as the. European  constructor~ are CQ:ricerned,  in 
the creation of a  structure more  on a Community  level  which.would better 
preserve European  interests. in the event  of cooperation '!tvith  the United 
States. 
.  .  . .. 
The  sit'uation :Ls  very different as regards· fast breeder  reactor~. ,In 
other words:  The  ~f£oEt~i~v2l~e~ ~s_c£n~i~eEaEl~ ~~  ~a~ ~u!h~n!isa!ll 
.. 
~u!o,ee~n-oEigi~e:. . Hhere  bre~der reactors are concerned,  the  experience 
and k:no11r-how  pe~mliar to the Community  countries leave nothinrr to  be 
desired in comparison  lV'i th those acq:uired from  the development  being 
independently pursued  i~ the United States;  it could  even be  said 
·that Europe· is ahead in this field (the Pho~nix ProgTamme  in particular.). 
* The  supply of· these plants has now  been  jeopardized by the development 
'  of the  nu~lear controversy in the United States and  by  technical  delays. I 
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Fast breeders have not  boan  introduced yet  on  a  cor.~crolal  sca~e~  ---------- -·- ~------------------ ~·-
alth~ueh the three major development  programmes  within the ?ommuaity 
have  been defin:l. tely adopte.d at national levels up· to the  stage of 
operation of medium-sized prototype power  plants (British Programme: 
sta~t-up of the  270-Mt~e PFR  in Narch  1974?  German-Benelux Programme: 
start-up of the  SNR  300-~~e .prototype,  scheduled for- 1980?  French 
Programme:  operation of the Phoenix 250  MHe  prototype  since 14 July 1974), 
there is still flexibility aVailable  re8ard~1g the con3truction pro-
STammes  for the first large-scale power  stations opening the commercial 
·phase of the 1990s*.  The  development and the  implementation· of a 
,rational structure for .the Yarge-scale production and the marketing 
of fast reactors on  the part .of the Community  are thus still possible. 
!h~s~ so~c~~e~  ~r~ Ee~e!i!t~n~ fr£m_t~e_l~s~o~s_o! !h~ pa~t-~~e~ 
from  the development  of othel;'  types of reactor.  The  technological risks,  -- ~------ ~-- -.- ~---------
the financial  burdens and risks,  and the marketing problems have proved 
to  be  very great at an individual-state or company  level. 
The  electricity producers,  to· whose  lot the major step must.fall  of 
introducing at an  opportune time a  new  type of electric potrrer  plant 
into their networks,  are particularly aware  of this:  in 1971  Electricite 
de France  (Ed.ii'),  the Rheinisch-Hestfalisches Elektrizi  tat.slv~rk  (RHE) 
and' the Ente Haziona.le  per l'Eneriia Elettri~.  (Ei:lEL)  Si.3!1ed  a.n  agree-
memt  on  joint financiai  participation m the confitru:c"tion; 
-on French territ?ry,  of-the first large-scale fast breeder power 
station of the Ph.oenix  type; 
- on  German  terri.tory,  of the first  large-seal~ fast breeder power 
station of the SNR  type. 
A  ~ripartite agreement,  .sign~d in December  1973,  set up  two  companies 
·:  I 
for the implementation of ~~o European projects.** 
.  . 
-.......,:..&,~~"---~~~~-'"'-~  ............ 
*  The  first large scale fast. reactor power  station of the Phoenix type is 
in the meantime  scheduled to enter into  service in 198  on  the EdF  site 
of 
** Company  formed  under French law "Centrale l~ucleaire Europeenne a 1Ieutrons 
Rapides S.A."(HEF..SA):  Ed}::,  51%,  EifEL  33%,  RHE  16%  for the power  station of 
:the· Phoenix type.  Company  formed  under  German  law "Eu.ropaische Schnell-
briiter-Kernkraftwerksgescll  schaft mbH. n  (ESK):  RNE  51  %,  ITNEL  3J!o, 
Ed.F  16%  for the power  station of the SlTR  type.  · .. 
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As  re~ards industrial-organization,  the Internationale Natrium-
-_  B:rutr~~tor-Bau GmbH.,  formed· in.l972,.: combines_ ;the following firms: 
In~e~_tom (D),  Neratoom  (~TL)  and  ~elsonuclea_~re (B)·  ~or the  industrial 
-; 
and_ cqmmercial  development  of  Slm~type reactors;  the  groupem~t:_  pour , 
les Heutrons Rapides  (Q+if~)  (F),,  :,Techp.iy?~ome :(F.)_.  anQ._ Nira.  (I)  became 
associated in 1974 in order '"\iQ  cpnstruct  :t~e nuclear  steam  supp,ly 
••  '  '  I  <I  •  ·• 
-?ystem  ~f the fiz:st la};:ge•sca;le powe,r  -~~~~ion 9f the Phoen_ix  t~~· 
?Jith Z.egard  to  goye~nmerr~a.~  x'f!~~-a.I:"ch  _or~j,~ati~pe;,  CEA  {F-). is·  yol~a;:­
bo:;-a.t.ine  wit_h  CRT  (I)  ih the const_ruction by the latter· of a  reacto.r 
for· teS.tirig fu.el  for bree'de;r  reactors  (PEC')' •.  · .·· 
J'  ~ : 
•,·· 
. These ·mea··~we,s  for~Z:~organizatiori and  o~operat~on ~~e promisii1~,  but 
not yet  sufficiGnt to  ensure the  6o~el~izd ~xpan~io~ of  'b~minurti  4~  .. 
.  . 
Durine the :t;le:li:t  few  y~~r~, the industr-J of the. C~mmWJ.i  ty.must  seize 
'  •  '•,  :,;  ,  .•  • •  ,,'f : • •  'I,....~· • l·.  '  ; 
the opportunity offered by the introduct-ion of the new  teclmology of 
fast breeder reactors in order to consolidate its own  identity so  that 
it is able to face world competition completely independently during 
the next  few  decades. 
6. 3  .~o_nc_l~i_o11 
From  the above analysis,  in conjunction with the inescapable fact that 
nuclear equipment will  gradually but  ineluctably take over from  con-
ventional  equipment*,  creating growing difficulties on  eJ~ort markets 
largely domine.ted by American firms {Section 4)  and calling for large-
scale industrial research and development  programmes,  it is clear that 
the Community's  heavy power  equipment  industry runs the risk either of 
seeing its growth and technical potential,  or even competitiveness, 
gradually decline or of bein~ restructured into multinational  systems 
under the !~e~ioan influence.  This industry would therefore be well 
advised to conclude appropriate international agreements within the 
Community  to  ensure that it is large enough to be  competitive - this 
is perfectl;r feasible,  as \'las  stated earlier.  Much  has been made  re-
cently of certain intra-Community cooperation projects,  for  example 
between CGE  and .Ansaldo  M:.N.  - Breda  al1d.  between French or German 
companies and NlW,  but it will take more  than that. 
*Average-annualincrease of 20-25%  in new  installed nuclear capacity (MHe) 
against a  reduction of about  7%  in conventional  capacity for the period 
1975-1985,  according to Table  2.  -~; ,  .  ..  .. 
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The  Commission  considers ·it eesential·'for the  he~.vy pow.er  equipment 
·sector to  continue its restructuriri.g~process P-nd  even,·on  the 
·nuclear side,  to  succeed· in  :formh{g' two  or three groups  :for  the 
whole  Community;  wh:i:le  prepa·red  to  encou·rage  measures  by  the 
industry on  the ·l'ine·s ·of  a  restruct~rin:i poli.cy  of this kind,  the 
Commission.will  ensure.that it enables effective competition 'to  be 
maintained  and helps  to  open  up:  the· ma-rkets. 
:  '  ... 
In  any  case,  the advent of advanced  reactors,  especially  .. fast· 
reactors  - whose  commercial  unit  sizes should be  double  that .of 
' ..  ~'' .-..  ..  .  - . 
existing  reac~or~ a~_d  wl:lo.~e_ techno.logy is firmly  bas~~ in Europe  -
should make  it  ,possib~:e to  ~raw up  a  Community  indu,strial strategy 
in the  nuclear  fi~~dt _even  if it pr~ved too late to do  so  for 
r· 
.light-water reactors. 
f  -.~  ;  •• 
~·  ;  . 
··.  . \ 
. . . .  ·.:c  .· . 
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.. The .factors that help  to  make  the 'heS:vy: :power  and· nuclee.r  elec-~ricity­
generatii+g  equipment  industry pl'ofi  table have· been'~ ohtlined in pre-
vious  chapters;  for  an  a-sse.ssment  of ·this·· profitability it is: n·e-
cessary to  have  an  overall ·view,  even if only' an  approximate  one·; 
of· the  economic  and financial'situation in this industrial  secto~~ 
.l 
·It is very  diffic~lt to  make  ~ representative ·choice  ofa cross-
section of firms  in the  power  equipment  sector as  most  of  them  do 
not  confine their activities to  the  manufacture  of power  equipment. 
Nevertheless~  these  companies  crut  be  classified.· in· two  groups  :  the 
first consists ~of  those, who  primarily  produc~ 'electricai and  ei~c-. 
trical engineering  equipment -and  the  secoJ;J.d'"of 'those' mainly  ..  con~- . 
tructing  indu~trial h6llow-ware  componentse  ·  · 
From  these  two  groups,  the  co.mpani.es ·list.ed in Te(ble  13 have  been 
selected.  They::accdunt· for  about  75'~{'of :the- .secto~' s  _.a.ctivi  t1e~*,  :-
and  consequently figures  retating.' to  them  may  be. considered to 
reflect the  financial  and  economic;  beh·a\r:l.~ur • df  'the  coll'lpani~·; I 
constructing  qapi tal good·s  for. -the _po\>{e_r j.ndus·try. - .'  ....  ,.  .. 
·  ..  ~  .  ...;  . 
Table  13  also  shows  'the  relative· siz."e'''o:f:  the:s~· firms  and  gives  the·· 
turnover·· for all' activiti':es  obth.ined  ill'  1~17\2.  w:l'th; the total labo.ur 
force for  the- same  year.:'  .  ~  .  : . 
7.1 General  trends 
These  have  been·derived.from balance  sheets. published by  the  compa-
nies :(perio'd 1968..:72  or in exceptional  ~ase~ 1969-73), ·after. harino-
. ·nization at Euro"pean  level., by  a· specieiist  .. firm.  The  companies  se-
.  . 
lected have  an  average  turnover  growth· ·rate .. of  8_~9~ .(close to  that 
fq.r  other large  indus~rial  sed~ors);  the_r D:utch·. companies  chosen· are, 
<'',..  It'  •  '  '  •  '  '  ' 
however,· beiow ·the  a:;,erage.  ·. 
*:The  extent·of  ~heavy equiplllent  activities of  thes~  ~;irma is. 
estimated  in  Table  1.  ···i 
* *  These  averag~.'  growth  rates  ~re ·caicuiated from. ~he  fo~mula  .  ··"·  , 
A = a(l +  r)  (where  A = amount  at  end of ·period  (a)  plus interest 
at the.annual rate  (r)  accumulated after (n)  years). .,.;·44 - III/83/75-E 
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The  increase in manpower  is very low ~{l~-~?6.P..e!.:  ..  an~)lm)_;  ;:tlm~et  .ht;~.lf.. 
the,  c.ompanies  -.  and in .particular fi.ve  out  of  six of  the·. Germah  c·om-
p~ies -.  experienced. r_e5iuc.tions  in· -m~npower during the  period under 
re_yiew.  However,  payroll  cost_s  increased by  9.6% per  annum  on  Et.verage; 
they rose  even  where  the  total labour force  declined.  These  costs  .  .  .  ~  . 
are· very lev.el  with a  few  except~ons  (Dutch  companies  in particul'ar 
were  above  the  average)  ~nd.range from  4,230  to 5,582  EUR  per  per~on 
employed. 
Ad4ed  va+ue  i~ "!ery high. in this sector,  about  40%  of  turnover·.  The 
companies  ¥ith.el~ctr~cal or electrica+  engineering RCtivities-as 
shown  if?,  .Table  :!;_do  .bett~~ from  this point of  view·tha111.· those  wlUch 
fa~ricate heavy pl~te  .. or .are .eng~ged .in .'f;he  s:f;eel  industry. 
For  financing,  the  companies  in thi's  sector make  ··ext~nsive  re6~urse 
to  borrowing•; · onl  .  .Y  five of the  27.  .companies  studied finance. all 
.  '  ·~  . I  .  . .  , ,  . 
their investment  themselves •.  Of  the  others,  end~btedness in some  spe- ..  '  : 
cial  ca.ses  may  be  so  high as  to  rule ·out  the possibi;t.ity of  repayment 
lly  self-fi~ancing in  the~ .foreseeable. future. 
It is very· difficult .'to  a·fisess  the profitability o't  the  corirp:--nies  in 
the  -~ec~or••;  seven  of  the. firms  _consid:e~ed show  a- loss, 14 show a. 
..  ·'  •'  . - . 
profit  ~>n .their own.  c.api tal. that  is. below  t-he  margins. normally 
required** •  and six have  satisfactory profi  t.s  (7 .5-12. 5  %) •· 
7.2 Conclusions 
It should ,first lDe  pointed out that the  ~tudy could not  cover· the 
f}ll~  five-y.ear period for  a:!-.1  the  companie.s· considered•  Consequently 
. '  .  . ' .  ~  . 
for  some  firms  the results may  refl.ect  a  state of affairs that is _not 
representative of the  longer~term. trend~ 
*  .A,sse~sed  from  the ra.tios 1), self-financing/fixed investment  (acqui-
sition of physical assets and other gross  capitalassets for the 
year)  and  2)  total endebtedness/self-finmicing. 
* •  Assessed  from  ratios such as  n~t profit/turnover and ··net  profit/own-
capital ·(~hare capital·+ reserves attributable to ·shareholders). 
••• Financial profitability on  own  capita~ of·the 1000 leading American 
companies·i~ around.lO  %.  .  ~ 
:  -~  .  . ' 
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It  shou~d also  be  remembered  that  the  industries in the  s<1.mple  often 
hAve .very different  structures~ 
Nevertheless,  it appee.rs  plain thet  the profitability of  companies 
engaged  in the  power  e-quipment  se·ctor is low• 
Finr-mcial profitability governs  company  expansion  :  if retum on  J 
own  capital is low,  the. company  will probably have  difficulty in bor-
rowing,  while  conversely  a  high level or return  on  own  capital will 
make  it ea.sy  to  find  f:i.nl"'.nce  to  develop  the· company  ~nd possibly to 
achieve  self~financirtg. 
This is especially true in  the  advanced  technology sectOr  considered 
here, ·the vigorous  growth of  which  calls f'or  high;profitability. 
It is therefore  desirable  for  the  Cdmmunity  industry to  continue its 
efforts to  ra"tionalize its  structur~s - and  the. recent nuclear 
commitment  will provide  nn  additional  opportunity  - in order to 
improve its financial  situation. - 46  - I I I  IFY;, '? 5-:: 
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. 8.  EMPLOYMENT  AND  SOCIAL  ASPECTS 
The  compani.es  l.isted. in :Table 13 together. provide  emp'loyrrient  for 
about  ?50,000 people,  although not all of  them  are  engaged  on  the  fa~ 
brication of power  equipment.  This labour  f.orce  is generally highly. 
skilled and  in  rece~i j~a~s has .suffered from  the adaptation of the 
industry to  technological  development;  in particular the  increase in 
the. unit  capa.city of  c·onventioncd  equipment  has  resulted in  a  reduction 
;in the: ratio of labour  (man-years)  to  KWe  of  equipment ·produced.  Gene-
rally speaking,  ·employment· has ,tended to ·decl'ine ·(see Section  7)~. 
However,  the  su.bst!'mtial  increase in orders for  nucl-ear  equipment  and 
power  stations should  improve  this situation  : 
- b'y  introdu~ing manpower  requi.rements  commen,surate  (apart  from  increa-
sed  prod~cti  vi  ty) with  the  scope of the  programme~;  the size of nuclee.r 
equipmen·t  is already  so  great that. the lab.our/KWe  of equ.ipment  produced 
.  . 
ratio referred to earlier should  tend to  bec.o'me  stable,  even if the unit 
capacity  of  equipment  were  to  incr.~ase ·still  furthe~; 
- by creating a  need for highly skilled technical  p~rsonnel;  some  shor-
tage of labour is to  be  feared  in certain fields  (welders of  thick nu-
clear plate for  example),  since  the  training of new  skilled workers is 
generally carried out in the  company  itself by  some  of  the  experi.enced 
staff,  which  limits the rate at  which  their numbers  can  be  increased. 
The  licence policy has,  however,  reduced  the  employment  prospects for 
skilled men  that this type  of activity could normally  be  expected to 
generate•  A policy of  encouraging the 13rge American  groups  that grant 
licences·to set up  their research  establishments in Europe  and not  to 
content themselves  with production  centres there  would  help to increase 
employment  prospects. 
The  policy of  combining  companies  into larger units  so  as  to  make  them 
more  profitable because  of  the larger market  and  sounder financial sta-
,, 
tus  would  also  increase  the  demand  for highly skilled personnel  for 
independ~nt R&D  programmes  and  more  generally avert  the possible 
shutdown  of  establishments that are  too  small. •  I 
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9.1  The  industry producing the  heavy  power -ttnd  nuclear  equ_ipment  required 
for electricity generating is a·major factor in the  development  of  the 
Community.  The  ~apid. shift of  the  energy  economy  towards  electricity 
of nuclear  origin  - planned for  ~ha  year~ ahead  ~ will  incr~ase the 
importance  of this industrial sector,  which  must  continue  the  efforts· 
to  adapt  that it has  already-started. 
9.2  The  Community  industry is able  to  meet  the  demand  for power  and  nu-
clear equipment  required ~or attainment of the  o~ject~ves of the 
Community's ·new  energy strategy. 
Neverth~less,  on  the  basis of past  experience  (especially in the 1 
nuclear  L5~:r;tor},  eq).lipment  manufacturers  are  making  the necessary  eX-
ten~iV~  inves~merits in production facilities only insofar as  they 
obtain adequate  guarantees  of the  vo;lume  and  continuity of  demand  over 
a r~asonably long period.  Decisions  on  investments  involve  a  high le-
vel  of risk as  they  ha~e t6 be  taken long  ~efore the  commi~sio~ing of' 
the  p~we~ stations which,  according to  estimates,  should usa  the 
equipment  produced  as  a  result of  the new  investment. 
Conse_quently  the  industry must  hnve  an--accurate  idea of the market 
prospects  over·some  ten years  and  must  be  assured of  some  continuitY'--
in· the  demand  for  equipment.: 
.To  give  tangible  form  to these prospects,  the  governments .should 
.  'j 
commit  themselves  to  ten-year power  station installation ·programmes 
which  would  enable  outline contracts to  be  drafted in conjunction 
with  the  industries,  containing commitments  on  the number  of power 
stations  to  be  constructed and  adequate  techniqal  conditions. 
The  Commission  intends  to submit  to. the Council  a  proposal  on  the 
publication  ~f ~ower_ station installation programmes  covering a 
period of  about  ten years. "-. 
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9.3 At  world level,  the  Community's  power .and  nuclear  equipment  industry 
will  have  to  face 
a)  an  inc~ease in  dem~nd, but  accompanied  by  an  increase in the unit 
.,size of  the  major. equipment;  this will result in a  st~dstill or 
slower  growt~ in the  number  of  items produced. and  a  large rise in 
th.eir unit  value; 
b)  increasingly radical  technological  changes;  the  R&D  efforts desi-
,gned  to-retain. the  technological  independence  and  the.technical pro-
gress necessary  if·· European  firms  are  to  remain  able  ~o compete ·with 
American  ones  will  therefore have  to be stepped up  still further  and 
may  well  become  too  great  a  burden  for isolated companies. 
Onl.y  the  very large  companies  will :be  a-ble  to  .compe·~e. on  the  world 
market  and  will have  sufficient financial  backing to  take  the.risk 
of  ~nvesting in such  ventures. 
9.4 Recent  developments  in the restructuring of the power  equi~ment in-
dustry in Community  coun'tries  difr'er very 'little· :from  the  trend in 
past  ye~rs towa~ds the  pe~pituatibri 6£  self~contained nati6nal  markets  .. 
and  the restriction of industrial combination  to  the national 
setting  •  .'rhis is mainly  in the large Communi:ty ·countr-ies.·  ~h'e  smaller 
count.ries have,  through need  and. also  to their own  advantaf?e,  opened 
up  their market  to  international  competition,· with the risk of fre-
quen~ly seeing  ~heir manufacturers  falling; under  the  control  of 
foreign  groups  without  thereby gaining access  to  the  intra~Community 
market.· 
The  result of this  ~ituation is 
- to  reduce or  eliminate  competition~in specific areas; 
- to :force indusi;rial.-combinations  into too 'narrow a  national  setting; 
- to  m~ke financing of  companies'  own  'large-scale. R&D  programmes  more 
I  , 
difficult. 
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It is th:erefore  Industry. which  must  continue its movement  towardfi 
.combination and  cooperation in  th~. wider setting of the Community• 
Although  in the opinion of some  national authorities combination at 
'  national  level is often the prelude to the.establishment of larger 
·croups and certain bi- or multilateral attempts at cooperation are 
being macle,  there is today fa,r  too little incentive to  combine  on a 
European  scale• 
/;.a  of now,  large-scale  joint ventures  should be  launched at Community 
level;  some  R.&-1>  proj,ects being studied by C0mmunity .companies  could 
serve as a  basis - by giving them  an international  slant it ·would  be. 
possible tp  standardize designs and  specifications from  the start, to 
combine  the teclmical and financial  resources of the partners involved 
· and .to· ensure  them of an industrial future on a  European scale. 
The  creation of industrial groups of this kind would also help to 
establish a  genuine  common  market  .in which  manufacturing specialization 
within multinational  economic  entities would  replace national  self-
sufficiency,  with the following advantages: 
- improvement  in the return on  investment and the quality of products; 
- better utilization of scientific and  ~echnical personnelJ  the 
gradual  limitation of licence policies would  make  it necessary to 
invest in R&D; 
- more  vigorous penetration of export  markets as a  result of the 
sounder industrial basis provided by  a  vast  internal  market. 
9.5  The  e}~ort ~~rket accounts for a  substantial proportion  (about  one 
third)  of deliveries by Community  firma;  the part it plays in off-
setting the risks on  national  markets and the high value added on 
exported products make  it all the more  necessary to promote  this· 
market. 
It is to be  feared that the European  industry will encounter very k.een 
competition from  the American,  Japanese and Eastern European countries 
on  foreign markets. - 50  - III/83/75-E 
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''  The. lack of  a  common  export  credit policy - and  in  partioul~.r a 
European  Institute for  the financing ·of  exports,  similar to that 
in the  United States for  example  - is of  greqt  disadvantage  to 
European  industry in general,  discourages  export  joint ventures  and 
is liable to  create internal distortions of competition  ... 
9.6  To  obtain  a  better knowledge  of  the  market,  to identify development 
prospects for the heavy  equipm·ent  industries  and  to  underpin  an 
industrial policy in this sector  with suitable proposals in.harmony 
with the  common  energy policy,  the  Commission  will produte  an  an-
nual  revie1t1  of the  development  of the· sector in  conjunction  with in-
terested pai-t·iesj  it will  hol.d  periodic meetings  o.f  the  trade asso-
ciations·and/or industries  concerned for this purpose.  It will make 
a  study of the  progress in liberalizing contracts  and  on  the  exis-
tence of technical  dispe.ri ties in the sector ·concerned. I  .. 
·•  . 
.&. •• 
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., ··Table Z  -
Annual  i~stallation ef  cenventi~nal ~nd nuclear power stati'!nB · 
in the Cemmunity 
(MWe)  , 
-,.  ,  -
. .  ..  -
France  G~~- itaiY  _- Umted Kin~em  other-ceuntries  -~  tetal .. 
Year  Conv..  Nucl.,  Convo  Nucl.,  Conv.  -Nuclo  Conv.  Nucl.  Conv..  Nucl.  Conv.  Nucl..  Total 
1975  - 600  400  4000  800  1000  900  18o0  2400  2800  ~00  10200  5400  15600 
1976  1400  1800  530o  3800  3200  -- - 3200  6oo  Boo  - 13900  - 62oo  ?0100-
1977  2100  18oO  3000  1500  4500  - 3200  1900  - 2700  ~  . 15500  - 5200  20700 
19'78  700  1800  4000  3300  3600  - 3200  i400  700  - 12200  6500,  18700 
1979  - 5600  3000  4100  2800  2000  3200  - 1800  900  108o0  . 12600  23400 
1980  - 7100  2500  . 4500 .  1700  3000  3200  - 18o0  2100  9200  16700  25900 
1981  - 68oO  - -7500  3000  2000  4000  700  1600  2000  8600  19000- 27600 
1982  - 6600  - 6900  2000  3000  .  5000  - 1000  2500  8000  19000  27000 
i9B3  - 1000  1500  5000  1ooo - 4000  5000  700  :  1000 
1 
2000  8500  18700  . 27200 
1984  - -7000  1500  6900  1500  5000  5000  3000  1  1700  I 2900  .  9700  24800  - .  34500 
1985  - 7000  1500  5000  -1000  55~- j6ooo  - __ ·'l_ '2500  _ i  2700  uooo  20200  312oo 
--T,;"~'';"'""'f""  ........ :-·,..,  ......  ..i"  ...  .,....._  ••  ,~.-----:-~~~~:--:-...... ~  ..  7~-.... ~""'--r~-~--~,.~~~~~-~~~-~-......  = ....  ~·.  . ....... .  ..  ,  ..  III/83/75-E · 
Rev.  4 
\  . 
Ta'ble 3- · 
I.  "  .  ..  '· 
Installa:tien ef oenventienal  ~d  nuclear pewer.sati•ns_ 
in the Community 
(GWe) 
Current  estimates  Maximum  tar,;et 
~ 
'  I 
.  "•  ·--
Year  P nuc1 ..  A  P nucl.  A  P conv.  P nllc1.  [:::.  P nuo1.  _f).P  conv.  •. 
1975.  17,3 - 5;4  10f2  17,3  5,4  10,2 
..  . 
13,9 .  1976;  23,5  6,2  23,5  6,2  13,9 
28,7  ~5-,5 
'  28,7  15,5  1977  5,2  5,2 
1978  35,2  6,5  12,2  35,2  6,5  12,2. 
1979  :  47,8  12,6  10,8  47,8  12,6  10,8 
1980  64·;5  ....  16;·7- .  9,2  ,.  ~4,5  16,7  9,2 
'  1981  83,5  19,0·  . 8,6  83,5  19,0  8,6 
1982  102,5  19,0  ..  8,0  106,'0  22,5  . 4,5 
1983  18,7  8,5 
'  121,2  133,0  27  - .. 
1984  146,o  24,8  9,7·  168,0  35  - .  '  . ~.  . .  ..  -. 
19_85  166,2  20,2  11,0  '  200,0  32  -
" 
'  '  ~  •  t  •  '  ,. 












~  ••  f'"~ 
.. ..f  ~ 
.......:--~--~--~~  _..._..-~4,., --.  .!---..  ~ _.:_  ___  ~-...-,~-.:..~- -·-.;...-..  ....................... ,.......;,.._.  _  _... ••...  -~--~  ...  -.:. ..•  _,..  _ __,-.:..~-~-·~,;_.__.__,~.....,..:;;.:.  ....  ~~>·-~·~.,.4-... _,.;,.~,..=~~---~:~·· ~~  .. -~-~  ..  .;~  ... 
Estimated increase in.J electricity consumption  (TWh);  .  fr~m total and. nuclear. installed capac"i~y  ~ ..  .  - -
~··  ~- ~-.~·  ...  "~  ""''-".  ···-··~· ---~--
Table  4~ 
-···-------- ~ -------------- <- ..  ·.....  <  - <  •••  -··  <  ••••  - <  <  --- •  - .............. ·.- ·-···:  ··--·····------"-~----:-·---~-;-"- .-- ..  • ....  , 
(~e)  . 
., 
<.  - .  .. 
- ..  ' 
.  "}  .  1975 
<  198o  1985  Growth  rate of  ... 
.  '  ..  .  electricity cori~ 
TWh  GWe  TWh 
GWe  TWh 
Gl-1e  ·  tion %  per annum  . 
<  < 
total  nucl.  total  nucl.  Total  nucl. ·  1975/Bo  1981  < 
l  l!E (lliito)  .  - 1200, 
<  300  20  - 1680  400  62  2400  550  170.  7,0  - 7,5  r  ~her.European memberS  (90)  (140)  ·30  (200) 
.. 
1  (4QO)  5,2  604  860  60  8,5  <  .7,5 
of  0~]) (1}  - ...  .  . 
.  '  -- .. -·  r  N~~h  -~merica _  (USA,  Canada)  (2540)  (58o)  56,7  3510  800  139  4830.  (1100)  295&  6;7 
/  - 6-,5 
-- -- J  Pacific region (Austral_ia,  (140) 
.. 
(290)  < 
... 
(630)  8,6  970  (215)  33  1300  9,0  - ·6-o  . 
.Japan,  New  Zealand)  .. 
- ' 
J  Other non-member c_ounstries  (2)  '(210)  (45)  0,4  ·.  327  11  :4- (450)  (117)  (29)  (8,5)_·:- ··8,5 ·  __  · 
- -
.-, 
f  <  ' 
6,7  - ·1  rs.A·  ·  .. 
(2210)  (520) ~  54  3185  (700)  132  4400  (9~0)  '28o  7,7  -- -
- .J~p~  (  ,·  (515)  (120) 
<  8 6  740  (170)  32  970  (220)  -60  7;5  5,6 
I  -
i  '  .  i  --
'  -·  .  - .  ~- . 
J  Canada  (280)  {65)  2,1  - 395  ._' (9o) 1  1,5 ~~- (120)'  '15  699  - 5,7.  i 
-- ---- I 
(1)  Austria,  Spain,  Finland,  Greece,  Iceland, Norway,  Portugal,  Sweden,  Switzerland, Turkey. 
::.1H 
¢H 
<.._H  ·•  ., 
{2)  ~t,  Argentina,  Bangladesh,  Chile,  J~fca~: Yugoslavia,  South Korea,  Mexico,  Pakistan,  Phill.ppines, 
·  Singapore,  T~ailand ("Market  survey for nuclear  pow~~ in  devel_opi~ countries" 1974 - IAEA};  · 
§  ':J'he  TWh  figures in brackets were  obtained by interpolation,  while the figures· for installed capaci  ty  .. in 
brackets  wer~ obtained bY  extrapolation or estimates assuming an average load factor of· 50  %.- · ·:  ----
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! t,:j.  <  i 
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H  This  does  riot  allow for the current lag in the American  programme~ 
'· 
c 
..  ~ 02_, 
'  JJ 
'  Fig. 7 
_,  c~mparl~oi1-1letw_e.en--e:X-i5-ting-in."du~t-;:C~i .ca~Tty for· turboal  temator  _  -
~:;ets (by unit . capacity of  conventional thermal  and  ~uc-l.ear ':Pc>wer-stati'"ona) 
in the  European  Community  and  estimate~ future  dem_~Ed  _  _yn  t_he _! 
__ i_n_t_~_;r!l_?.l_.J!L~J'ket  ~--~  .  _1  _, 
.  . 
•. 
·presentsituation  'i' 
J  :-l97'60.emaria  1  J est:i..mat-t4 
t  1981 
-estimated!  L __  l 1986 
1aema:na  :demand 
·::-!reference  _ 
..  • 
i  ·  ·--------- r--' 
'_-nuclear  targ_~~emed 
r·---·,  .  .  ' 
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e 
capacity ·h 1973/74 
capaci v  >in  1976/77 
43  GWe  •  100% 
52  GWe 
e 
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Estimate of available production  capac~ty 
in the C.ommun:i. ty in:  1973!E 
·-
Steam turbines  Alternators .  Transformers  .. 
l"M e/ annum,  ·  .  .  MWe/ annum  HVA/annum .. 
( . 10  I':'NA)  no.  (  10  l:ttJA) ·  n¢,.  (  10  MVA)  no. 
of manufacturers  of manufacturers  of manufacturers.  -
: 
14.000/3  14.000/2  50.60~55.000/  4 
8,.000/3  9.000/3  26.000/3 
·6~500/2  6.500-8.000/3  35.000/4 
l.000/2  ·1.000/1  - 10.000/2 
"  . 
2.000 (at 5C1t)/2  2.000/1  4.000/1 
12.000/2  10  .. 000/2  40.000-50.000/  L!: 
·- -·  -
42.500/14  42.50.0-44.000/12  165.000-180.000/18  -------·  mean  value 43.000 
For ex.tsting unit capacities  (1973) 
**  for light  wate~ reactors 
Nucl~~ 
pres  sur~ 
vessels 
·  un~  ts/  a.~num 




. 7/2 ,. 





Ea  The ·united Kingdom  is not  enge..ged  in the construction of light water reactors_; 
this does  not  reflect  on the nuclear potential  of the United Kingdom. III/83/75-E 
T!U3LE  6 
1',.;, 
~imum  unit  cap_aci.!l.__ of  equiEmE>~ 
I  •  >'  ~  '  ' 
·--
Fquipment  U11..i t  1951  1961  .1972 
·- ·-- -----
Conventional 
•.  boilers  t/h 
: 
400  le700  2.085 
'  . 
Nuclear power -stations  Mvle  - 375  1.300 
Tu.rboa1 ternator sets 
:~:.  . , ..  ·mv  125_ ,.  550.  1.300 
Water turbines·.  MW  150  170  485 
Gas  turbines  M\1  ...  40  '·  150 
·., 
Transformers  lWA  200  1.ooo  . . ..  1.344 
'  -
:~:  Convent·i~~al an4 nuclear sect.ors 
a  ~  '"  <Jt  ··,.  •·, 
Ref  •  O:EX::D-25th  survey of electric power  equipment~ III/83/75-E 
• .._.._.L/V_,I/  (_,1-J:J 
i!  U  ii  Ill 
'. 





•  .. ...... . 
Table 10 
III/83/75-'E 
l!e:r~  .. i 
Deliveries of  turboalternatbr sets  (steam) 
by  zene. (in  .. MWe)· 
--------~-·--._~-w 
- ..  _.  · .,  -Year 
Zone 
.·  197~ . ·.  --.--. •:· 
'~---
\. 
i  '. 




. . ,.' .  ~  ·. 
:  .....  ·~· ...... .  v  ..........  ,. .. 
:'\.  I.·· 
J '  l'. 
). 
·.· 
UsA·  .. 
of  which 




of  which  Exp. 
as  % 
-
.J.a:P:~ ....  ~"'.  .. 
of  which  Exp. 
), .. 
·: 9•300 
400  (• 
4 ,. 
·1o.ooo 
l 2.900 ; 
'  29 
~ 'I,._. ',,•, 
.....  ,. 
'•1'' 
., 
'  14:.ooo:: 
l'e900· 
;'.;;: 
14  : 
16.000 
3;.6oo 
'. 23  :·  ·.;  ·  .. 
3:.200  ·,,  .•  ..... 
... 
16,' 
',1  I' 
··2.6.ooa  35•000 
.. 
43.o6o  :35•000 
1.300  '  ·le200  500  4.600 




17 .ooo  'V 25~000  "'28.000. 
'9.000,  "'10.000  -v13.oc:>O 
'.  . 53!'  .  ~  40:  ~  .. 1\. 46 . 
~2.Q,90 ....  12~~:  .. }2.000 
·:2.600  . '1.500  2.700 
11.000.  .  .......... . 
·3.600  ·~ 
.  .  ·:~··'  ··:  ,,  \ 
;,·  *2  13:  23  '  ..  ~3 
·i· 
.  i 
····· . 
,  t· 
. . .  .. 
""'  ......  ~  .....  4  .......  . 
i:..  ""  .,_·,  .·•  ''.·:::,,,,.' .. ,  .. '',.  ·.~  ...  ·.~  ..  ~'-.•:,..,  ~~  "~  '.~ •  :..:~ ....  ~·  .~  .. .''  <.  -~~· :::•.•  :.::·>··:~>~  ...  :;  ·:,...~.:"'•.:  ··,;. .  ...:,~  ..  :.~·,'"':.~- ·'-'1':~  ~,;_·,,;: .. :·::: ..  ~.:;'  vo+y-.'. 
Deliveries  from  the nine  countries now  members  of  the  Europe,an..  . 
Comm~pity represented 82  %of  European  deliverles in 1970 
and  75.%  in 1~71.·.  :·  .·,  ·,·  ·  ..  ·  ·~·'  :'.'·  · 
.. 
''•• 
'{-.:  . :•.  .. 
·,1,  ..  '~  ·.  I 
..  .. .  : 
Year 
Zone 
USA  I 
of  which  exp. 
as  % 
Community  of 
9* 
-· 
of  which  exp. 
.as % .. 
Jep~ 
of  which  exp. 
as  %. 
• 
;,'.  III/83/75-JJ 
Rev.  4. 
Table  11 
Power  transformers,  deliveries by  zone 
(in  MVA) 
1960  1965  . 1970  1971  1972' 
38.000  ao.ooo  '140.000  156$000  149o000 
1  .. 300  5.200  2.000  2.500  2o800 
. .  '  ....  .  .. 
3  7  1  2  2 
..  ..  ;  ' 
. 3,8.000  81,000  .  91.000  107.000  1\fllSoOOO 
11.000  17.000:  '26.000  30.000  1,. 32.000 
29  21  29  28  28' 
•'  ., 
21'.ooo  52.000  50.000  43.000 
.....  ....  .  ·.'6-~100  13~500'  9o900·  . '6  .. 200 
29  26  20  14 
.  Deliferies from  the nine  countries.now.members ·Of  the  European 
Community  represented 74  % of  European  deliveries in 1970  and 
72  % in 1971. 
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ReV.  4. 
Undertakings  carrying out  complete  LWR  power  stations or nucle;:ir  systP.ms  in 
the  Community  - financial  links  and licences 
Reactor  Financial links  (F)  and ·licences/know-how  (L)  .. 
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Table 13  :  C&mpanies  ma.ki~ up  the selected sample 
Turnovers  and total labour force  in 1972 
Company  Ceuntry  Turnover exclusive 
of tax (million EUR) 
I 
G.,H.H.  (C)  Germany  lo847 ,6 
M.A.N ..  (SM)  II  630,9 
KLOCKNER  (c)  11  566,0 
B.,B.C ..  (Mannheim)  (SM)  "  520,9 
K  .. W.U,.  (SM)  "  201,5 
GoH.H,.  STERKRADE  (SM)  "  154,7 
DEUTSCHE  BABCOCK-WILCOX  (SM)  II  130,1 
TRAFO-UNION  (C)  ll  120,1 
COCKERILL  (  SM)  Belgium  915,0 
A.C .. E.C.,  (SM)  II  149,9 
CREUSOT-LOIRE  (SM)  France  493,1 
ALSTHOM  (SM)  France  251,4 
C.E.Mo  (SM)  France  182,0 
MERL IN-GER  IN  (SM)  France  122,1 
TERN!  (SM)  Italy .  131,4 
ANSALOO  (SM)  ll  113,9 
ERCOLE  MARELLI  (  SM)  II  107,9 
A,.S.G.E.,Ne  (SM)  II  97,3 
FRANCO  TOSI  (SM)  "  80,4  -
T.,I.B.Bo  (SM)  II  48,0 
BREDA  (SM)  II  40,9 
RIJN-SCHELDE-VEROLME  (C)\  Netherlands  579,1 
'v.M.F.  (C)  II  344,6 
HOLID  (C)  '  11  107,6 
GENERAL  ELEDTRIC  CO.,  (C)~  UK  2.456,2 
REYROLLE  PARSONS  ( C  )!t  UK  182,6 
BROWN  BOVERI  (Baden)  (SM)!I  Switzerland  276,1 
I 
10.851,3 








7  .. 183 
24.673 
6  .. 198 
36.605 
llol42 
32 .. 962 
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C!l  m  ·all British companies  consolidate at world level,  except  for labBur force 
figures which  show  the total  employed  in the United Kingdom. 
SM  ..  Figures for parent  compa.n,y  only . 
sr = Figures for parent  cornpan.v  onlye  The  turnover is shown  all taxes included 
'bP.fore  tax. 
I 
"· 
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